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SANJON. NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY SKPTEMHER MiTiqiT

C L. Oiyenof this place was
elected as a deligate to the Dem
ocratic State Convention to be
to meet at SantaFe on Oct. 3rd

HAPPENINGS III CITY AND VALLEY

?The visitors at the San
Valley

J.

Boiling, Pees.

.

F. K. Duncan, Cashier.

Layer

C'alce,

ign

Mrs. Smitn.

woth.

may.

Co did
OFFERS A SPLEXMD QPPORTUXITY
"
... .
toil IX IESTE,T :
;
SAN ION, the Most
Beautifully Located Town, and in the

Finest Valley in Eastern Quay
County, New Mexico, is Lo- cated About the Center of the
Valley, and is the principal
trading point of the valley.

ln.

truly,

woyers.
I

U. D. Boiling,.

wa,s

or

...

.

-

On Ipst Friday arid Saturday

We take chickens, butter

c'rochet work., rst Mrs.
Denton, eggs on subscriptions
Don't
ivrs lyewbanks,, 3rd Mrs. let, you? finances
keep you from
bowerman.'
getting the Seniinel
Mrs. O. A
. &mDro4dery, ist
...
Mrs. J. w. Dodgion left Tucsdav
penning, 2nd, M;s. C. C, i4eed
Uil fainting, ist Miss Nell
tor Ukiahoma where she will visif
ni.ngs, 2n.d, Miss Willie Moyers
with, her mother and sister. She
v'nina patnttnir. Miss
v;n; will be gone a couple weeks.

Vus. He has fine educational and, business attainments
and we cheerfully commend him, as worthy of the confidence of- all wjth whom he may hereafter have
lysines
9r social relations.

San Jon Valley
Fair a Success

len

fM r. W. C. Barrett
Butter, ist, Mrs. Newbanks,
accompanied
mrs. Wbetaker to ber home in
2nd,, Mrs, Er'fie J,ennines,
1 0,cumcan
Drawn wo;k,'
Saturday evening where
ist, Mjss Abbot,
2nd Mrs. Sheehan, 3rd Mrs. Wal. ne,wiai BpeAt a few days

be elected. We have known Mr. Mundeil from
childhood;
and have kno,wn him to he honest,, sober and industr.

THE

so

Loaf Cake, Mrs, Griffttb.
Pigs for sale.
Inquire at th?s
Wolf's Premium Flour.
office.
V'eadjst, Mrs. H. l'amxbell. T- - M, Hawkins was in San Ion
andi Mrs J. V. Mct'ane."
on business,
Tuesday Mr. JJawkins
doughnuts, Mrs. E.ffie Jennings nas a 120 acre
crop, on which he
Bread by girl under in. Mi
started harvesting this week.
Anna Penifold.

We have learned that Mr. R. C. Mundell will lie
a candidate (or o$ce in
your coynty. ' It afords us
pleasure 1,0, say for Mr. Mund,el! that we feel quite sure
that h? is competent to (ill with credit to himself and
the satisfaction, of the people, any office to which h.e

Yours

Fair, were

13

numerous
that we are unable to meution
tiiem all.

ind, Mrs. J. T. White,

Browning, Mo., Sept. i,
To he Citizens of Quay County, New Mexico.

NUMBER

Inmu mauc
J. ruRE,

iys.

1 .

has

J.

X.

McDaniel of Rock Island

was

lncintss an(i
trausaetuig
E. B. fields.
his brother '., T.
visiting
uilt, tst Mrs. M.
Hill, 2nd, Mrs. Geo. Butler.
Mr,. J. F. Msinoerinarof Anniston
punted (Juilts, Mrs, McCane,
place on the streets, ' every bndy 2iid
was taken suddenly ill last Mon- Mrs, Iowns,end.
was well pleased and are looking
day with appendicites and was
ft td ward to our next Far .
taken
to Tucumcarj where he
'
Below is a partial list of the
All kinds of legal work done
died
Thursd'a
y.
e iis oihce.
premiums aurded.
Write
C.
to
C. Chapman at Tii- Corn, any variety, ist M.
a
"
Buy
:umcari.
for
prices on Windmills
jNorron,. 2r4 G. V. Helms, rd
trom C. C. Chapman, Tucum, and Hardware in
piow
M.
ai.
Maxwell.
general.
JJUV It rnrht tnn
June corn, ;st R . C. Na,nce, 2nd Can.
G. H., Hyso met uith a new
grand
Vv. II. iackson.
Pan Alien came in from k'9n. son f Saturday
his
at
evening
Stalks corn, ist, G. W. Helms: iasi
Van
Wednesday.
daughters
near
Neg eleiu,
2nd, m m. Maxwell,
Herfotd.
Wheat, W. L. Brown.
The M. W, A, of San I on on
White maise heads, ist. R. L. business visitor in San Iou
next
aay.
Wednesday evening will irive
Shiplet;. 2nd J. V. McCain,
a luncheon in, the Wilkins building
Dwarf maize, ist I. B. Dewees:
r
J. h,. Dodgion and and
fe Every body iovitedu Services at
2nd R. M.. Bates; 3rd J,.' C. Gi;
Kisling visited at the C.
Fuller.

1

'Good-Enomrh-

ci,

;

Write for prices,, terms and
descriptive literature, to
:

HERMAN QRHARDT, mgr.,
Tucumcari,
--

V. M,

OR-

C. C. REED, Local Agt... San
Jon, N. M.

The Elk Drug Store,

held the first lair in the Saa Jon
valley. There was a large attendN".
ance each dav.
Very literal
premiums were offered on all farm
Products. Art. Paintings. Embro- dery Drawn work, Baking' and in
(act every thine it takes to ruake
Mail Orders and Prescriptions Given
Special Attention.
a (rood exhiWt. The Display
Halls was crowded with the best
exhibit ever sbownt in Quay
several
County, there were
C. RP(.H eight o.'clock..
more.
individual farm exhibits that
i'r.'Oay.
btalks white maize, W. M
R
I
would take the prize in any state.
All kinds of
legal blanks TTthe
Zelenka.
TO THE VOTERS OF QVXY COl'NTV
Thre were also premiums on Stalks dwarf maize and
aifNTixt olSce.
maize
I wish to announce that if I re
stock and there never was a better
n
1 cf ry
-any variety, J. 13. Dewees.
v.apirnran and u f.. auu
j
in.
one
mules
shown
of
the nomination and am el- ceive
bunch
yong
pne child from Caughton Qkla- .Peck maize, Geo. Butler.
lected as assessor I willThe ladies
exhibit any where.
K
Standard maize heads, J. i. noma.. ..Who came in withr
t. entire tune, to the office. give my
of
care
well
taken
was
10
department
wurton
Dewees.
0 TUCUMCARI, NFAY MEXICO.
a (ew, days aco
j.
And being qualified to keep
'and the prizes were well awarded.
up
White Kaffir heads, ist, W. L. letumed, home Tuesday
the records, will keep up with the
The outside amusements consisted
We solicit Your Business.
Wall; 2nd, F. W., Starkey- 3rd,
SRO nnn !
Caoital
Mr. W. I. Burton came in Kiint
transfers from the county clerks
of baseball, races and ect. On M.
I
A. Valworth,.
records so as to eliminate the
from Hammond. Oklahoma.
Friday sthe (came was between
W. F. BUCHANAN. Pres.
Red Kafjjc heads, ' i.st W. L.
'"F
L, W. MORRIS, Vice Pres.
Both
Norton.
and
visit hi pjace a few days. Mr, many dcuble assessments 011 real- Grady
2nd, J. II. Kennedy.
wail;
asnier.
P
teams making a hard race for the
burton has been troubled with estate e s hcretotore.
German millet and Japanese
his
the
first
After
heart for a year and carries a
Inning
money.
My wife is now in the Kansas
millet, t. m.. Maxwell.
cetificate from his docter that he City hospital undergoing a serious
Grady had the better of the game
California wheat. W. M. 71
is unable to a high climate.. Ife operation and I will be unable to
and won by a majority of several nKa.
u
novel
the
runs. On Saturday
Seeded broqmcor.n, ist, J. M.. as uone backr tn. h e oj
lJ return untill after the Primaries.
lammond.
rame took dace between the Norton;. 2nd,, Otis Dukes.
Thanking the people of Tucu- DEALER IN
mcari
and Quay County for their
business men of San Jon and the
Stalks broomcorn, S D, Robert
J. T. White and G. H. Bran. t
.
Ion
Candidates. San
I. in mv
County.
Alfalfa, ist, J. J. Henritze; C. ham
buuii una'J nospitautv
to
went
Tncumcari
in
cnar
canvass of the county.
winning the Game by a majority W. Alsdorf.
of the exhibit at the
County
fair,
of seven tallies. Never the less
I remain respectifully.
Bermuda, Geo. Butler.
e nave learned that
showed
wijl
they
of
the Candies,
soire
some
Native Grass, ist', S. W. New- John E Wbitmore '
return with the First Dremium nn
class when it came to playing, banks; 2nd J, T. White.
Call and see us. Satisfaction
Comunity exhibit and three othPr
Kuaranteed.
among theru Judge Alldredge who Cotton, ist, W. II. Walk. 2nd.
Firsts,
who
others
among
attend
also
Stubbie
th
.
cramp.
b. b. Hodges; 3rd,, Waiter, Pharis. from
i.;ti4
r
FLEA NO HAPPENINGS
berje were Mr. and Mrs. C. F
showed that it was not the first
Apples, S. S.. Hodges,
Marden Mrs.'H. Campbell Miss
There was quite "a few out to
time he had worn tne mass
Cantaloupes, J. A. Fitzwater..
Nell Jenoings J,. A,
Trickey Joe singing Sunday afternoon bad fioe
the batter. Sherwood prov
Watermelon, 0. J. Stark.ey.
Mr. Will Conway says it is nice
Ell
Mundell
C. C. nA singing.
Trickey
had
he
td to his opponents that
to haul neighbors,, so one can
Pumpkins,, Fiank Winnie.
Arthur Baxley and C. L. Owen
been on the diamond in his youger
Mangles, J. W.. Dcdgipn.
Born
attend
the sineine conventions
Thursday 21, a girl to Mt,
J. W. Pitnwn, and, family and
'
days, in fact they all did well.
Tomatoes, ist, J.' L. Bowerman Brown Baker and
and
have there home in care of
and M;s. McClasland.
The International
family.
Dry Farming.
We have about overlooked the 2nd, J. T. White.
some one . AH f his neighbors
Congress will be held October 16
Mr.
M.
C.
Marvin
who
Garr
Mr.
W.
came
in
Irish potatoer,
J.
S,,nAav
Ray and Jess Leach have gon9 but we are all wishing to 20
Campbell
captain,
ist, M. W.
at Colorado Sarin
on the call tor time to start tne Walker, and, F.. M. wade.
were visitors at Pleano S. S.
nignt trom Oklahoma wher- them a speedy return.
ibis
Congress has don my.i.
Sweet Potatoes, S. w. Newbank. went a couple weeks aco ta m.
Kame was only a few minutes
advance
Mr.
the general Itnnmi..
Albert
Clinton
has
left
i
Conway
his son w,ho, arrived on
Reynolds our SheDherd
for,
assembling his club,, the band
Peanuts, C, y,. Alsdorf.
September Tarkev, Texas and from
The
has
a
for
there
Dfeminm
to
l,c
gone
visit
ball
Texas.,
Ii5ta
in,
with
the
to
a march
and weighed jusi eight
Garden Display, J. T. white.
Reading
for this, congress has iust
Oklahoma.
hP
Mexican beans, B. B. "Daugh. pouna.
grounds, on arrival there he asked
J. 0, plant will leave in a few ceived by this office and i tn linr.
to be giyen, the field where they etty.
Mr. Mitchel stayed a few davs djkys for work
Mr. Shellnut 0f
to. print. We have
on the railcoad.
Birmingham, on his
posted it here
all took; their place a,nd the game
homestead but has returned
Largest Squash, A., J. Pettigrsw Ala. came in Tuesday morning to
m. .nvite everyone to
cone and
started with Campbell moving!
Largest watermelon. F. w. visit his uncle, Mr. Lang of prai?ie to the cotton field,
Harry While and family have
.
left for the cottot) felds
View. His father h
f. up and down the lines coaching btarkey.
A. and B. J. Lane has been
J,
and, urging his boys with as much Womans department.
ing Mr. Lang for a couple weeks.
Several of the Plennn
having a fine dav cuttinir malr- - The New Mexico Shu p.t- - .h.
interest as though be owned the
Old Homestead Flour.
be held at Albuauerau.
J. Tk White and Dr. Branh am both enjoy working and are plad attended the San,' Jon
rWk
tjearn.
Valley Fair
ist, Mrs.' J, D. Griffith, are at the
Sthtox4th.
One
and
of
have
feed
Fair
fine
the
a
main feau
county
with a they
exhibit and lots
report
tp cut.
After, the ball game, the foot 2nd, Mrs. J. T. White,
of farm products in
u,cs ,s a oaseball tournament
display
of nice watermelons to eat.'
Charlie
Cromes
has
cone
the
s and
to
with,
boxing contest took Rolls, tst, Mrs. Harry Campbell,
a first prize of
interest of the San Jon valley.
$IOoo,
Tarkey for cottop picking,
second
"QUI Maid."
prize,
I400 and third prie
oj 0C
,

,

1

M.
Tucumcari,
Complete line of Drugs Sundries

T.
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.

-

-

-

Bank Of Commerce,

v-

-

....

-

.

C. F. MARDEN

1
,

I

--

-

General Merchandise I
O DRTJT Gf S O
Staple and Fancy Groceries.

- -

De-hi-

J

FAIRS

ri

ary-iaqmin- g.

.

r,i-

SAN JON SliNTINHI,
y Oto.

t.

EflotflhieF

European war elosds do not always

Of INCONSISTENCY OF
MISIDINT TAPT ABSURD.

TALK

of your pan.
luKp

not too late for yon to tend a

The way to keep boys on the farm
Is to make farm life more attractive
Chicago li to hire a "soul hospital'
Tne patients, of course, will come
from outside.
Among the other exciting events of
civilisation the modern fish
story la now due.
The Xew York woman who has
IZ5.000 anklet evidently believes in
saving something for a rainy day.
A new metal 40 per cent, lighter
than aluminum will make airships
safer, but not so safe as walking.

If the breach of promise industry
continues to increase, the art of letter
writing will ioon be a thing of the

past

A taxicab driver who has Inherited
111.000 Is going to stick to his job. He

osy have a meter of his own to dilate

the legacy.

Tne soda fountain clerk may not
bt an important personage, but be
generally manages to cause a splash
in the world.

Determined
Until the Tariff
Commission Hss Made
Its Report

OTHERS will come gradually to recognize the new require

The auto and the aeroplane contla
to be deadly rivals.

uddle or two to the country.

Pair and Just Schedules Cannot Se

By LADY HacLAtEN

your vacation within tne Unv

!

Merely to TcLo
Core of House

storm.

presage

It

Her Duty Is

IviMeFini

NEW MCXICO

SAX JO.V,

VETO JUSTIFIED

WOOL

Salt.

SERVF0 COUNTRY AND PARTY

ments of the homo, and when thev cater for it will learn to
go oftener to the newspaper and more seldom to the butcher.
The first fact to be grasped is that each home must not
not stand alone, but that it must unite with neighboring hands
so as to obtain without effort the best results of 'civilization
ft
Once the material side of life is dominated there will U
leisure for the mental and the spiritual to assume their right
ful place. The home will feel its dependence on the greater
whole, it will become more responsive to every wave of public
feeling, more alive to every movement of the great public
A Greek philosopher has advised that "If any man has two loaves,
let him sell one and buy lilies, for the soul has its needs as well as the
body." This is the kind of catering for the housewives of the future
to collect the flowers of heart and mind and soul to deck the board, sc
that the breadwinner, worn with the toils of the dav, will find morr
refreshment than in the present monotony of mutton.
What elements in the home as it exists today can be dispensed with:
The departments sentenced to disappear are so many that it might be
well to consider how much of the home would be left should these changes
be carried out.
The tasoment would be gene with its scullery, its coal cellar and it?

Free trsde and Democratic newspa
pers make much of President Tafts
previous condemnation of the existing

Reflection Shows That the rtsldsnt
Acted Wisely in Vetoing the
Tariff Sills.
There Is reason to anticipate that
session ronvenea
when the
Kol
next December the ardor of
many of the hot haste tariff readjusconHld!rably.
tee will have eooli-They will have had an opportunity to
talk matters over wln their conin
uents. and 'hey will have Imd time to
do some steady thinking on their own
account. A good many of thorn win
hpr in Tvanon to expect, be made
aware that the president, In vetoing
the tariff bills, saved them from a sit
i.atlon of developing embarrassment
Thtwo houses, on the assembling
of the regular session, except for
slight variation resulting from deaths
or serious illness, will be constituted
lust as at the extra session; but It Is
that
quite within the probabilities
there will be a considerable variation
in the prevalent attitude of the bouse
malorlty with regard to the readjust
mont nf :irtff rates. There .will be
plenty of time after the regular ses
sion convenes to make a record for
iibo at th noxt vear elections, but
there Is mighty apt to be an awaken
ing to the fact that a record may be
loaded with danger and potential
catastrophe. Judging the future by
the past the Democratic party will not
for very long survive a record oy
The vetoes
congressional majority.
of the president have postponed the
early scoring of the record, but pop
ular opinlor. will be likely to measure
by the Intent of the house majority
and be influenced accordingly.
Throughout tlie prolongation of the
extra scrsion President Taft has been
a winner. That fact now stands out
The
conspicuously and impressively.
extra ses.flon whs convened for the
the Canadian
purpose of enacting
lecinroclty agreement, and, though
the discussion of that measure In the
me
senate was rather
bill ln the end was passed in essen
tially the ex:ict form in which it was
drafted and as the president urged
that it should be passed. In that the
president won a great victory. He
has won another great victory in
staving off hasty and
tariff action, In the preventing of a
statehood bill for Arizona with a too
radical recall feature, and the lndica
tions now are that In respect to the

wool schedule In an effort to prove
that he has been guilty of lnconslst
ency In vetoing the wool bill. But Mr
Taft has not changed bis position in
the least When he said that the
wool schedule was "Indefensible" he
waa already planning to find out as
soon as possible what the tariff on
wool ought to be and then to make
rates accordingly. He did not declare
In favor of a haphazard cutting of
the wool duties, but in favor of
sclentinc revision of them based up
on facts gathered by
ex
perts. He would Indeed be In an ab
surd position If after doing his utmost
to have a tariff commission created
and to obtain an adequate approprla- Uon from congress for the purposes
of a tariff investigation and after ap- pointing such a body of experts and
having them at work for months up
on the wool schedule, when they were
just about to give the country the re
suits of their labors he should have
rlnsr Kin
an mat naa Deen aone to pui
ignored
The servants hall would disappear, and, greatest change of all, the tDe woo, Bcheduie upon a scientific
basis and had accented a rate made
troops of servants would be cone.
,n
eJtactly "e wa' 116 naa saw rates
Upstairs the dining room would be gone, and the drawing room also.
All the spare bedrooms would be gone, and most of the servants' bedrooms. 8ufflclent
information, by guesswork
and legislative logrolling
What, then, would remain.
lf lon8 dela7 were necessary to
Father's sittinz room would be left. Mother's sitting room would be
eaiinra tfiA InfnrmaHnn rAnnfroH ir ro.
eft. And, best of all, the children would remain, taking their right place vlge the woo, rates ln accordance wlth
in the house, the first place, each with a private room always well warmed the facts there might be some reason
tiloi-nBut the delay i8
for Impatience.
iin1 lifrVifo
anA Aac'irmaA fnr nc
nia.l it a t inn nr nrivoto
Blight. The tariff commission will re
where young minds would have that space, leisure and solitude which
ort nt tne beKlnnlnjr of tne next 8e8.
induce true growth.
,
sion, as congress Itself asked, and
The housewife would be a housewife no longer. After all, it is the congress will then have the facts and
before it. Suppose the report
man- who wants a wife, not the house, and the children need a wise mother figures
should show that wool manufacturing
more than a housewife. It is the greedy home that has taken her from could stand a considerably greater
them and given them only the tired dregs of her mind instead of its best cut ln the tariff rates than that made
in the bill vetoed. Would those who
work.
censure the president for not signing
Obviously some specialist instructors are necessary. A child not only this bill have had congress after re arbitration treaties the presidents at
requires love but scientific knowledge of the processes of life from all vising the wool schedule now revise titude will, in practical effect, be sus
it all over again at the next session tained in the senate. There has been
its attendants.
in the light of the tariff commission's some absurd talk during the past few
Later an insight into the child's mind will be needed. His faculties figures Just made1 available? Or, weeks about "putting the president in
need to be studied. The musician, the artist, the mathematician, the would they have the country after
hole." He is still upon the high
at considerable ex-- and firm level, and those who were
v
experts
employing
.:
,
tt
ovuv"a' "'" llam
"uw uul U1C
them busy for diligently employed ln arranging this
DM1- S- and keenin
one mind alone, but the acquired experience of many months simply ignore their findings hypothetical hole will have to step
and recommendations and go ahead rather cautiously lest they themselves
minds.
In the old way, by stumble because of the excavation
These teachers it should be the mother's busi- with tariff revision
which they made.
guesswork and compromise?
ness to provide, and all other objects of her life should
If the work of the tariff commls
slon Is to be treated as lightly as
be second to this.
of Commerce and Labor.
who urge Department
Women must move the public mind. They must they would have it treated
this department of the
Although
that the revision of an important
esBit on public governing boards. They must lay their schedule should be effected without government has been but recently
in the few years of its extablished,
hands on the governing machinery of the country, waiting for the commission's report istence it has come to be one of the
re most
which is the true way, the legitimate way, indeed, the upon that schedule, although that
Important of all departments.
port is just about ready to be handed The work of the census bureau In takeffective
done.
of
way
only
getting anything properly
down, what will become of all that
ing and completing the census of 1910
has been done to put tariff making has
even for the home.
and
been more comprehensive
com
If
the
upon a scientific basis?
of any previous centhat
than
perfect
mission were treated with contempt sus.
The work of the various buIf intercollegiate athletics interfere at the outset by the president who Is reaus, notably Immigration, coast and
responsible for its existence, what In
seriously with the college work of the stu fluence would It ever be likely to gain geodetic survey, manufactures, supdents who take part in or watch them, it is jn e fUtUre over tariff making? And plies, light house establishment and
fish and fisheries, I a ve been brought to
reasonable and proper that the college au we believe that the very persons who a state of perfection under the adTaft
thorities should try to have these contests are now finding fault with Mr. were
ministration of Secretary Nagle that
for not ignoring his commission
resulted In most satisfactory achas
as few as possible. Whether there is such loud in
praise of the appointment of complishments, while the bureau of
a conflict is, it seems to me, a matter of such a commission on the ground that statistics, for many years showing a
Its studies would put an end to the most
fact, the determination of which can 6afely
complete and comprehensive line
making of tariffs in the dark, the vir- of work, has during the past two years
be left, in the case of Harvard at least, to tual
allowing of the beneficiaries of a even excelled ln Its attainment all
the athletic committee, a body made up tariff to fix the duties to suit them
efforts of Its most efficient
The inconsistency Is theirs. previous
of three members of the faculty, three grad- - selves.
chief.
V- f3
mi!. com- UUfc Ml. T.ft'i
By JOHN D. MEE1ILL
anaJ it
-

n

....

I

long-winde-

A million

patents on rubber tires
have been Issued. Why doesn't some
Inventor get a patent on broken glass
that will not puncture?
The old theory that there's no fool
like an old fool is demonstrated by
the 70 year old Massachusetts couple
who eloped and were married.
A German baron has been sentenced
to two years for killing an opponent
in a duel. Only safe and sane dueling la countenanced In Germany.
Some of our aviators have adopted
the habit of landing In haystacks.
Enterprising farmers will rent their
available haystacks to aero clubs.
A Texas town has passed an ordinance allowing only legless men to
sell peanuts on the streets. Evidently
the town Is controlled by surgeons.

In the past six months the plague
killed 650.000 people in India and
nothing remarkable is considered to
have occurred.
The world la not
shocked.
A Bostonese person went
crazy
with the heat and tried to give away
money. The fact that he failed leads
us to suspect that the money was

counterfeit

A practical Joker in Iowa is being
sued by a victim whom he presented
with a loaded cigar. We hope his
acute sense of humor will enable him
to see the Joke.
A Missouri judge rules that a man
Is at liberty to spank his wife. Likewise a man la at liberty to wallop a
lioness on the nose if he feels that
way.

Dentists say that a good brush and
water are all that are necessary for
the care of the teeth. This will not
stop pretty actresses from giving
smiling testimonials for powders, however.

The first woman aviator has been
licensed In America. Though woman
has long been declared by American
gallantry to be an angel, this Is the
first time she has been allowed

offl-dal- ly

to

fly

It is too bad that the enthusiasm of
the souvenir hunters who dug up with
their hands the first earth turned for
New York's new subway could not
nave been continued until the tunnel
waa completed.
The British admiralty reports the
discovery of a new way of making
armor plate that will be from 15 to 20
per cent tougher. This, if true, puts

an onus

the projectile makers to
produce one that will pierce that
much tougher armor.
on

Electric cars In Los Angeles will
have mirrors placed in their end to Induce women to step off the cars
"front face " The company may think
this brilliant Idea until the lady passengers wreck the time schedules seeing If their hats are on straight and
too much powder Isn't showing on
their noses

Criminal tactics keep pace with
and sometimes
scientific thief-takingallop ahead
experts in
recent robbery of a jeweler's safe
wore kid gloves so no Incriminating
finger-print- s
could be left behind.
g

Blue-ribbo-

n

town refused a donation of money for the town hall because the donor stipulated there
anonld be no dancing or other amusement In the ball, which was to be used
The blue-law- s
as a town building
spirit of New England In that locality,
at least, is perceptibly on the wane.
A Connecticut

a
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Athletics
Interfere
With
College
Studies

uaies
inree unaergraauaies. i nis
mittee should hear the arguments and rep
resentations of each side, decide what the
facts are and make its recommendations accordingly.
Forms of sport which take the most time are not necessarily the
most objectionable. The Harvard crew, for instance, has a much longer
season than the football eleven; the crew practices regularly every after
noon on the Charles for months and then eoes to New London, where it
remains for two weeks or so during the period of the final eiaminations.
special examinations are held in .New London for the benefit of the mem- bers of the crew and by arrangement with the faculty.
I have never heard any adverse criticism of this custom. The baseball nine plays every year twice or three times as many games as the
football eleven; there has never been much serious complaint about the
nine. Football is apparently the chief cause of the trouble in connection
with intercollegiate athletics, if there is any trouble.
It might be well for the authorities of the different colleges to con
sider whether the particular form of
athletics indulged in is not more im- CjrKX
portant than the number of inter- collegiate contests played in any year. C-

UjLjdbyt'Xfi

A Raid Without Reason.

The president is altogether right.
This Democratic raid upon the tariff
has been undertaken without reason.
It has been a purely political movement, and every thinking person un
derstands it to be Just that and noth- ,n more- - To Prm,t Bucn a binder- -

bS
disaster."

WnconmSiTa!
Philadelphia Inquirer

Parallel Cases.
A French scientist announces that
there was never any such person as
Julius Caesar. If the French scientist
Is right, Mark Antony made a fine oration over nothing. Chicago Record-HeralWhat of It? There is an erstwhile
peerless leader whose high fame as a
brilliant orator rests on about the
same basis.

-

This agitation

Would
Place
Tax on
All Gats
Too

about having

country

dogs taxed and muzzled would be funny
if the proposition were not 60 silly. Dogs
are as necessary to householders in the

country as policemen are to the city, and
often they are more valuable in that thev
in nine times out of ten prevent crimes,
while the policeman has to hunt the offender after the commission of the crime.
I have four dogs at my home in the
country, They are not permitted to run
By M. I. JONAS
at large and I know a number of instances
BaltlBor. M4.
where they have given warnings when
chicken thieves were on their rounds.
They are a safeguard and a protection, and to place a tax on them
would be an injustice.
Why not put a tax on cats, weasels, owls and other varmints who do
harm in our chicken yards ?

The Bill Is Justified.
If political platforms are for stand
ing on, promises made are intended
to be kept, lf the public business is to
be done in a businesslike way, if It is
absurd to leap In the dark when you
can afford to wait and walk in the
light, then Mr. Taft's veto of tbe wool
bill is fully justified. New York Eve-ning Sun

State Department's Triumphs.
The innovation of tbe maximum
and minimum tariff provisions in the
Payne law compelled negotiations of
great complexity, and yet ln a reason
able time after tbe enactment of that
were opened and
law, negotiations
completed with all foreign govern
merits affected, with the result that
all instances of undue tariff dlscrim
ination against the United States have
been swept away and we stand today
on a substantial equality ot treatment
from every competing nation. Under
this administration and under the skill
of Secretary Knox, the American state
department has placed our nation In
the front rank as regards every diplo
matic endeavor and every Interna
tional negotiation, and It can be added
had averted three wars with Latin- American countries.
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the Attractions.
to b' quit s pr.'trcs.

All
ser-ni-

slve town," said th; stranr.
re.
," the native
"Oh.
plU-d- ,
"tbe big cities ain't got ncthlnr
on us. We've Just finished a hoti-that has a mz.aiiin floor." Chiraco
i

Kecord-Hfrald-

.

Wises and Otherwise.
I am gon." he complained,
to notice what I
"peopb will
have done." "Well," his wife sadly
"If they do it won't take them
long."

"After
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There are Others.

And
Dandf-rln-

Do you like Raymond'-KkayWell the more I think of
I think of him.
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HOMESEEKERS
EXCURSION
RATES TO TEXAS AND NEW
MEXICO POINTS DURING 1911.

the first and third Tuesdays of
each month during the entire year
The Colorado and Southern Rail,
way will sell round trip homeseekers'
excursion tickets to a great many
points In New Mexico and Texas at
greatly reduced rates. Final limit
r
liberal
25 days allowing
For detailed information,
privileges.
rates, etc., call on your nearest Colorado and Southern agent or address T.
E. Fisher, General Passenger Agent,
On

stop-ove-

Denver, Colo.

DENVER DIRECTORY
I

I

I. LUUK

BUN

tot mailed fr

IBl-- r In all klndi of MER.
CHAMHSK. Mammoth cat..
Cor.

Kth

ft

Hlak.

Denver.

RELIABLE : PROMPT
Gold. Tie: Gold and Sliver. II. OS: Gold. tllv.
and Copper, II. 50. Gold and Silver refined
and bought. Writ (or free mailing
aacka
fctri-i-t- .
D. nv.-Uitdrn .Way Co., 1711

ASSAYS

IIKI.I.O, Hll.l.l
HIO GHAMJK
TIIK IIKSVKH
HAII.HOAII
"The Senile IJne of the World"
Annoiim-ea Onr-KnHate of $1.1.110
from Drnvrr, Colorado Spring or
to Ouray, Colorado, "The Gem of
the Korklra."
t
State ("onventlijn of "The
Ilnst People on Earth," Kept ember
19)1. Tickets on "ale September 12,
l:t and 14; final return limit, September 18.
A reduced rate of 120.90 for the journey "Hound the Circle" (comprising a
of Colorado' grandtrip of 1.000 miles
est
scenery) will be on sale September
14.
IS
and
12,
carrying a return limit
of fifteen days from date of sale from
Denver, Colorado spring or Pueblo to
Ouray, returning either via Sliverton,
over the "Ouray-Ke- d
Mountain Stare
Line" or via lellurlde and the RUi
flrande Southern Railroad, thence via
Uurango and Alamosa.
For further detailed Information, apply to Clljr Ticket Office. Heaver or
Denver I nlon llrpot. Frank A. Wad.
lelgh. General Passenger Agent, Denver, Colo.
LOW COLO' 1ST HATES
via
TUG DE.WRR
RIO GRANDE
RAILROAD
"The Scenic Line of the World."
September ISta to October IStk, llll.
Inclualve 4U.1.00
From Denver, Colorado Springs. Pu
eblo, Canon City. Ieadvllle, Ulenwood
Springs, Delta, Grand Junction, Gunnl
son, .Montrose and all Intermediate
points. Reduced rates are also author-lie- d
from other points in Colorado and
New Mexico to San Francisco, ljtia An
geles, Sacramento, San Diego, Rakers
field, Fresno, San Jose, Santa Barbara,
Redding. Marvsville and all points on
main line of Western Pacific, Southern
pacific and San Pedro Rvs.. and to
Portland. Ore.. Tacoma, Seattle, Wash.,
Vancouver, Victoria. B. C. and other
points In same territory.
stopovers or rive days win be al
lowed on the D. & R. G. R. R. at and
west of Canon Cltv and at Elko. Reno.
Las Vegas, Lovelock, Shafter, Wlnne- mucca, New, and all points in California, at all points on the Great
Northern and Northern Pacific at and .
west ot Billings, at all points on the
O. S. L. and O. W. R. A N PocatelhU
and west, and at all points on South-- "
ern Pacific between Portland, Ore., and
a

re

Pu-rh- lo

Art-min-

6,

Weed. Cal.

Dally lines of Pullman Tourist
Sleeping Cars will leave Denver via
Rio Grande, running through
Denver
to San Francisco and Los Angeles with
out change.
Klectrlc - lighted
Tourist Sleeping
Cars to San Francisco via Salt Lake
Western Pacific Railway.
City and
Open-to- u
Observation Cars througn
the canons: seats free.
For information regarding train ser
vice, reservations, etc., call on local
mo Grande Agent or address FranK A.
Wadleigh, General Passenger Agent,
Denver, Colo.

$50 for a Trademark
I $25 for a Motto
The Continental Life

Insurance & Investment Company
Offers
TKu

Opportunity It Theirs.
If the Democrats, Insurgents, near- Insurgents and regulars really wish to
serve the people, ample opportunities
await them at tbe next regular ses
and rea
sion. By honest
sonable diligence they can "take the
tariff out of politics" of low, insin
cere politics before the convention
period dawns and cause everybody to
forget the little skirmishes, stratagems
and vanities ot Washington's silly season.

--

niMfnm

"this

II May COT'S

dffiicr-linl- .y
abroad 7

is

Thest Prizes:

wild, strong, vigorous,

grow-

COMPANY, wnicb
INVESTS ITS FUNDS ia the WEST,
ing WESTERN

to help the communities which pay the
premium. It writes the most liberal lib
imuranc policy on the market, including
nek Deal and accident henefil.
4 The company wishes DISTINCTIVE TRADE MARK, Ulurfratire of
ill character, scope and purpose.
1 Also it desire Striking MOTTO ot
catch phrate. The priae of end ii pea

to everybody, without restrkrioo.
4 Contest closes September 30.
4 For further particular, addiem (i
tionmg tha paper)

President's Stand Upheld.
Small Comfort for Democrat.
In the long run the president's rtand
C. M. Reich, General Agent,
The Democrats will go Into the cam- - will justify Itself, and In making th's
Boulder, Colorado
patgn with a great deal of noise about prediction the Leader speaks as one
u
tha hllla vetitod hv Mr ' Toft
of the first of progressive Republican
voters will appreciate the fact that papers. In the nearer view it way
these bills were framed for the pur- Trove destructive to his fortunes and
Life
The
pose of Inviting vetoes bo as to fur to his party's chances In the coming
nlsh slender campaign material for a national campaign.
If the country
& Investparty that has no record of service weighs bis action well and gets at the
and sought ln the extra session to pith of the situation Mr. Taft's undement Company
manufacture such. Mr. Taft Is acting niable courage will prove political
logically and popularly and he will be wisdom as well as rubllc service of n w.m Caanlngham, Genera Manager
enabled to present the case to the peo- the greatest Importance. Cleveland II NcCetsick Heck, Salt Lake City, Utah
Leader.
ple in the most convincing manner.
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SYNOPSIS.
The etory opena with a cream from
Dorothy March In the opera bos of lira.
Mlasloner, a wealthy widow. It Is oc- -

oaetoned

whan Mra. Mlasloner'a

nacklaoa

braaka, scattering tha diamond all ovar
tha noor. Curtla Qrlwold and Braxton
r,
Band, aoclety men In lov with Mr.
rather up tha rem. Grlawold
teps on what I su posed to be tha celebrated Maharanee and cruahea It A Hindoo declare It waa not the genuine. An
xpert later pronounce all the atone
ubatltutes for tha original. Detective
Donnelly and Caron Investigate.
CHAPTER III. Continued.
Mia-lone-

Tha big man straightened abruptly.
Bacchante's heels came down and her
hands fluttered aloft The catch in
his voice, characteristic of him when
In the presence of the rich, was brushed out of his throat by a burst of professional seal. He recognized a situation that enabled him to play Inquisitor in a home of wealth.
"Where were the jewels stolen
from?" he asked.
"I don't know," said Mrs. Missloner.
"When did you miss them?"
Again the widow recited the incident of the opera box.
"Who was in the party?"
She did

Mrs. Missloner told him.

not mention the Oriental In the next
box. It did not occur to her.
"Isn't there anybody you can think
of," pursued the big detective, "who
could have taken them?"
"Nobody who would," answered
Mrs. Missloner. '
"Did anybody else have the combination of the safe?"
"One," responded Mrs. Missloner.
She answered defensively, like a witness under hostile
volunteering nothing. Donnelly seemed not to hear her. He was examining the safe again. He passed his
hand over the door and its frame
again, turned the handle that shot the
their strength and
bolts, noted
smoothness, turned them back, and
wheeled on Mrs. Missloner abruptly.
"There's been no forcing here," he
aid sagely. "It's an inside Job."
Mrs. Mlssloner's eyebrows went up.
"Yes'm," the detective went on, "an
Inside Job. Who did you say had the
combination?"
"My secretary Miss Holcomb.'
"Oh!" said Donnelly. Carson's Hps
rounded in mute repetition.
Sands, Impatient of the detective's
awkward questioning, shook himself
llon-Hk- e
and went to a window. Grls-wol- d
swung his foot idly, and smoked
In shorter measure. Ranscome looked nervously at the Inquisitor, then
ewung his gate back to the Jewel
trays. Dorothy listened with wide-eye- d

Interest
"What do you know about this Miss

Holcomb?"

asked Donnelly, squaring

himself as if tor a trial of strength
with the widow and turning out his
toes farther than ever.
"I have known her many years,
aid Mrs. Missloner

quietly,

adding

with warmth, "She is a young woman
of high character."
"Oh, she Is, Is she?" returned the
sleuth. "And how, may I ask,' ma am,
do you know that?"
"I say, I have known her many
years," said Mrs. Missloner.
Donnelly held whispered

consulta

tion with his mate. Then he asked If
be might question the servants.
"Certainly, if you think it neces
sary," assented the widow. "But I
should warn you that I cannot bring
myself to suspect any of them."
"Everybody seems to be above sus
"It's al
picion," snapped Donnelly.
ways the way, until we begin to get
on the trail, and then everybody
comes suspicious. I think I'll question
the servants, ma'am. Shall I have
'em In here?"
Mrs. Missloner bowed and sent
Blodgett to summon his comrades.
"One at a time, please," said
The first to enter was the
housekeeper, a staid woman in a
black gown with narrow white niching about her withered neck. She
knew nothing of the jewels save that
madam always locked them In the
mfe herself, unless Miss Holcomb
was there to do It for her.
The answers of the other servants
were equally straightforward. The
chef, second footbutler,
chamber-parlor-maiman, pantry-boy- ,
maids,
and kitchen maid, and the
majestic Blodgett himself were interrogated persistently, minutely, dogDon-Bell-

under-butle-

y.

r,

gedly, even bullylngly, and In the end
the net result of what they had to tell
was sero. That Is to say, as far as
Mrs. Missloner and her friends and
the diamond expert were concerned.
Donnelly thought otherwise. Carson's
mind was a receptive blank.
"Are these all the servants?" asked
the large detective.
"All at present" answered Mrs.
Missloner. "My own maid Is away on
leave. Oh, yes, there's All."
"Is Allle the name of your maid?"
"No, All Is a man an Indian."
"And what's his Job?" This aggressively.
"He Is a courier."
Donnelly was puszled.
"When I travel, he looks after the
transportation and baggage," Mrs.
Missloner explained.
The detective stroked hla jaw and
whispered with Carson again.
"This advance agent of yours this
All where Is he?"
"Blodgett," called the widow, "send
AU

here."

T

l
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The presence faded into the perspective of the passage and In a few
minutes materialised on the threshold alone.
"All Is not In the house, madam,"
the footman reported.
"Ask Miss Holcomb If she sent
him anywhere."
"What tribe does this Indian belong
to?" Donnelly Inquired Importantly.
"Choctaw? Cherokee? Sioux? Maybe
he's an Apache V
Mrs. Missloner smiled. It was not
an unpleasant smile, but It Jarred an
unconscious "Huh!" out of the detective. All the others save the serious Ranscome smiled too, and Grls-wollaughed aloud.
"He isn't that kind of an Indian,"
Sands enlightened the sleuth. "He's
a native of Indiaa Hindoo."
"Of course," rumbled the Central
Office man, Indignantly. "I know that
What I want to know Is what kind of
a Hindoo?"
"I should say he was a Sepoy," remarked Grlswold. There was a malicious gleam In his eyes.
"Sepoy huh?" Donnelly turned to
Carson. "What do you know about
that?" he asked. Carson knew nothing whatever about that It would
have been disloyal to know more than
his colleague.
There was a man in Mulberry Street
Bruxton was to find much more efficient than the present visitors from
headquarters. As the widow did not
know that, she was a good deal bored,
and some of her first distress at the
loss of her Jewels, particularly the
Maharanee diamond, returned. She
was almost despondent when the detectives, after an exhaustive search
of the servants' quarters, returned.
They had ransacked even the room
of Mrs. Mlssloner's absent maid, but
to no purpose.
"Is there anything more you wish
to know?" asked Mrs. Missloner, rising. Donnelly was oblivious to the

affection, cynicism, mutely replied
Stretching both hands toward Mrs.
Missloner, advancing with faltering
steps, the victim of the detective'!
persecution cried: "Mrs. Missloner,
Is it possible you can think do you
even imagine I I oh," with a swift
turn to Miss March, "Dorothy, Dor

d

1

1

i
,

"I Will Try to Answer."

on

self-respe-

only you had Jewels like Mrs. Mlsstoav
er's, you'd shine with the best of
them. Gee, but that must be a besot?,
that necklace, If the imitation Is so

othy!"
To the credit of little Miss March pretty."
j
be It remembered she met Elinor's
He stirred the contents of the box
second appeal with undiminished ten idly. Nothing else remained to be
derness. Mrs. Missloner, too, was searched. He had ransacked the intikind, but her gentle "No, Elinor," was mate sanctity of the girl's room. Bo
not as reassuring as the loving pats felt baffled and sorely irritated. At
Dorothy squandered on the bent shoul the thought of failure, he thrust bis
ders of the distressed girl.
Sands fingers Into the box with such vioswore in his thoughts. His big fingers lence that everything It held fell to
bent a gold penholder into wavy lines, the floor. Carson stooped to pick tfp
the scattered jewelry, placing It In
Ranscome, with alternate finger-tips- ,
traced lines in his palms. Grlswold Donnelly's hand to be returned to the
turned his cigarette 'round and 'round box. After recovering several bits of
with agile fingers and thumb. Blodg jewelry be laid In his big colleague's
ett's eyes seemed to lunge at the de greedy clutch a small, round object
tectives.
wrapped In silk tissue.
"I guess Miss Holcomb isn't ready
"Hello, what's this!" exclaimed Donto tell all she knows yet," said Don nelly, rolling the fairy parcel between
nelly meaningly. "While we're wait finger and thumb. "You won't mind'
ing for her to steady her nerves, If I peep in the paper, young lady?
we'll just have a look in her room."
Of course you won't And this Is only
Mrs. Missloner was about to nega- a
say, what the mischief Is It?
tive the suggestion, but a glance at Oh. glory!"
Elinor's shaking form stopped
her,
Even Carson was startled Into an
She did not reply, and the detectives echoing "Oh!" and the three women
walked out of the room In silence.
almost screamed. For, nestling tn the
look from the widow sent Blodgett folds of the tissue, Its facets twinkstalking In their wake. The footman ling in the Insistent green glow of the
kept his eyes on Donnelly's turned vacuum lights, flashed a diamond an
out toes as if calculating how much unmistakable
diamond which Mrs.
strength was required to seize those Missloner and Dorothy and Elinor rec
thick ankles with a sudden heave, ognized as one of the lesser gems
Not until the central office men were from the Maharanee necklace much
at the end of the passage did the sob- smaller than the Maharanee diamond,
bing secretary start In great agitation but twice the else of an ordinary
toward the door. On the threshold stone. And It was a diamond even a
she paused and turned slowly till she novice could tell was genuine!
faced the group.
All the blood left Elinor's face. The
"Since they are going to search my muscles of her throat leaped and knotthe room," she said, in a choking ted as If she were strangling. She
voice, "I wish you would all come swayed for a moment, then took a
there with me. I I feel that won't long step toward the detective and
you all come please?"
stood trembling, covering her face
The men hung back, but Doris and with quivering hands. Donnelly, holdDorothy joined her on the Instant ing the diamond to the light was
and together the three women fol about to speak in what words, what
lowed the detectives Into the lift manner, one can guess. But the mis
Blodgett backed from the car and ery In the girl's attitude struck the
stood staring at the detectives through triumphant grin from his face, and
the
grill. A boy In quiet there was momentary compassion In
livery threw the lever and the steel the tone In which he said:
cage shot upward. The car stopped
We'd better go back to the library.
at the third floor and the little party I guess. Will you go with my
proceeded to a room at the end of
Miss Holcomb?"
a
corridor.
Carson's advance to the secretary's
It was a charming little boudoir side was checked by the violence with
into which Donnelly's spreading feet which she whirled toward Mrs. Mis
and Carson's flat tread carried the de sloner,
again with outstretched hands.
tectives. Mrs. Missloner, Elinor and This time the widow was slower la
Dorothy went only a little way In meeting the appeal. She was stunned
and looked on silently.
The men by the detective's discovery. All the
made their search according to their finer sensibilities of her womanhood
natures, Carson with moderate Indif- were benumbed. Astonishment large
ference and dispatch, Donnelly ex and
compelling, was all she could feel
haustively,
lingeringly,
gloatingly, for the moment Still, she took ElWhen the large sleuth's thick fingers inor's
Imploring hands in hers and
and beady gaze became more than stood
motionless,
listening to the
ordinary intrusive, Mrs. Missloner girl's passionate entreaty not to beseemed about to protest, but each lieve the evidence of her
eyes, not to
time she checked herself.
believe her kindness could be out
"It is better to let them search raged In such a way, not to believe
thoroughly," said Elinor. "Since this that Elinor for all the Jewels In the
is considered necessary, I wish It to mines of the world could be
tempted
be made complete. Please do not In from the
high honor In which she had
terfere with them." She handed to been reared.
the younger
He woman's lockedClasping In her
Carson a small silver keyring.
own
fingers
passed It to his mate, and Donnelly's soft palm, she slipped her arm about
Elinor's waist and walked with her
to the lift Dorothy, crying almost
childishly, controlled her voice once
or twice long enough to beg Elinor
not to give way to such torturing

ma'am," Donnelly persisted, "but my have their way, Bruxton," she murexperience is you never can tell who mured, the light of admiration In her
you know in a case like this. Me and eyes in contrast to her words. "Mr.
have been sent here Donnelly knows Miss Holcomb's stand
my
to recover your Jewels and locate the ing now. He will remember."
Donnelly didn't know precisely what
thief, and If you don't let us do It In
our own way. we can't be held re he was expected to remember, but he
realized gentler tactics were safer tosponsible."
Elinor then did something that was ward the widow's secretary while
to the widow who Sands was around. It did not escape
unaccountable
knew
her so well, and even his observation that neither
she
thought
which rather startled Sands. She Ranscome nor Grlswold had said any
turned to little Miss March and, lay- thing In Miss Holcomb's defense.
"Now, this Is all wrong, young
ing her head on the young girl's shoul
Dorothy, lady," he said to Elinor, bearing on
der, wept unrestrainedly.
hint
patting her shoulder, stood looking the soft pedal as much as he could,
"Yes, ma'am, Mis' Missloner," he an- helplessly at Mrs.' Missloner.
"It Isn't right for you to go on like
swered. "I think we'll talk to your
this, you know. You'll get yourself
fol
One of those awkward pauses
secretary now."
lowed In which nobody seemed to all worked up and then you won't
know what to do. Sands stared hard be able to answer our questions. Take
CHAPTER IV.
at the floor. Ranscome wriggled in my word for It It's best for you to
rose-tinte-d
his chair uncomfortably.
Even Blod keep yourself In hand."
Elinor couldn't keep herself In hand
"The Chief Wants to 8ee You."
gett's carven features twitched for an
Elinor Holcomb, tall, graceful, gray- - instant Mrs. Missloner gazed at while that raucous voice waa thrust
like a rusty file
eyed, stood framed between crimson Elinor, plainly perplexed.
Sympathy into her
portieres like a Velesques portrait struggled slowly to the surface of her gripped as a polnard. She fought for
but the shock was too
Her refinement differed from Mrs. gaze. She went up to her secretary,
softly-lighteDoro
Mlssloner's climatically, but despite and put her arm about the weeping much for her determination.
thy's sisterly comforting only made
the polaric opposlteness of their color girl's waist.
"This cannot be necessary, Mr. Don her tears flow more freely. Her whole
ing, there was a resemblance between
them. Mrs, Mlssloner's eyes turned nelly," she said. "I would rather lose form quivered with staccato sobs.
on his little journey
to her apologetically.
jewels twice as valuable than have Carson, still
"I regret to disturb you so late, Miss Holcomb distressed In this way. around the room, came full within
gaze,
Elinor," she said, "but these gentle She knows nothing she will not tell range of Blodgett's right-angle- d
As he sensed the footman's expression
men insist on seeing you. I suppose us."
and, stepping
you were sleeping?"
Donnelly and Carson whispered he started violently
"I was dozing, I fear," smiled the fervently to one another at a little back swiftly, turned away In con
girl. "I had been reading." She held distance from the central group. fusion. Not a muscle of Blodgett's
other features moved, but his eyes
a book In her hand.
Blodgett s eyes, turning slowly in a
"The necklace with the Maharanee graven face, traversed the length and seemed to reach for the detective.
diamond is gone," the widow explain breadth of them as If nothing could
Donnelly waa rapidly recovering his
ed, "and paste jewels have been put please him better than to still the place on the pedestal. Hands wrist-dee-p
in pockets, he rocked on his
In their place. This Is Detective Don Bacchante with a mighty blow and
nelly, of the Central Office, and this is jolt Carson out of the room. The only heels and looked at Elinor piercingly
In an
Detective ah "
person entirely at ease was Grlswold. with his little eyes. The girl,
between
raised
her
Interval
sobs,
said
"Carson, ma'am,"
Donnelly. He smoked tranquilly, his glance trav
"I'm sure I'm very glad to see Mr. eling from one to another in rotation head and saw that gaze. A slow flush
Donnelly and Mr. Carson, since there with the appreciatlveness of a con- swept her face. She detached herself
has been a robbery," said Elinor easi noisseur studying a great picture. gently from little Miss March, and
head of hers
She move softly to the center There was something of the dilettante lifting that graceful
ly.
of the room and stood looking at the in the man. He waa the opposite of higher, ever higher, faced the sleuth
Headquarters men. "Are you sure Sands in every particular save breed- with composure as startling as had
control.
the real diamonds are gone?"
ing, and even In that respect there been her loss of
"If you have anything more to ask.
Mrs. Missloner made a gesture to- was a difference.
ward the safe and Indicated the heap
Sands broke the tension with a sir," she said in a low tone, "I will
of false gems on the table.
suddenness that fairly shouted his try to answer."
Thanks!" came the curt reply. "I
"Is It likely," sneered Grlswold, whole character. Rising so abruptly
"that whoever put the paste stones that his chair fell backward with a knew you'd come around. You see.
there would neglect to take the real crash, he strode to the telephone and Miss Elinor"
Miss Holcomb!" burst from Sands
ones? I see you read De Maupassant, seized the instrument savagely.
He
in a thunder tone.
Miss Holcomb. Stories like 'The was
you
bePolice
Headquarters
calling
Miss Holcomb." Donnel
Necklace' don't happen."
fore either of the detectives recovered understand
not to notice the Inter
Elinor laughed as she turned the from his
surprise. Donnelly hastened ly pretended
book In her hand so the others might toward him, the Bacchante In great ruption, but he did not address Elinor
see the name of the great Frenchman
her first name again. But Carson
agitation. He pushed out a fat hand by
on the cover.
seemed as perturbed as he had been
as If to stop the millionaire.
under the malignant gaze of the mo"Yet the way the young couple
"What are you going to do?" asked tionless
Blodgett
spoiled their lives to pay for the false the sleuth,
anxious.
visibly
"What were you doing in Maiden
necklace reads plausibly," she retortcall
have
I'm
to
Manning
going
ed. "You are growing more observLane the other day?" asked Donnelly,
you fellows back to Mulberry Street,"
ant Mr. Grlswold."
sharply.
"He's
"I was not In Maiden Lane. I
Sands was overcome by his growing said Sands, his Jaw hardening.
sent the wrong men. This Isn't a haven't been downtown In weeks. The
impatience.
Examined it ss If His Reputation De
"If the detectives have any ques Tenderloin case."
last time I went south of the shoppended on His Test.
see here, Mr. Sands" ping district was more than a month
Now,
tions to put to Miss Holcomb, I sug
snarled
Donnelly threateningly.
enjoyment of the situation Increased
gest that they waste no time," he
ago."
"I'm seeing straight enough," re
said. "There can't be much to ask."
"That Is true," said Mrs. Missloner by leaps and bounds. No single key
"Miss Holcomb went to on the tiny ring escaped use of his
No, there Isn't much, Mr. Sands," turned Sands. "I asked the Detective hurriedly.
retorted the large Central Office man. Bureau to send up on an Important the Battery Trust company for me." hands. He unlocked boxes, a dressing
"I'd Just like to ask the young lady case, and the wires crossed before my
"Much obliged, ma'am." Donnelly case and other places of possible conmessage got to the Chief. Somebody wss learning to show more deference cealment His method would have
who she thinks took the diamonds."
told him it was a Chinatown hold-up- .
Elinor looked amazed.
to the widow. Carson had whispered drawn a derisive smile from Chief of
But Manning
I
"How should
know?" she queried, Now I'm going to talk to him straight to him something of her social Im- Detectives Manning.
a little Irritated by the man's abrupt- Hello, Spring! What's the matter portance.
Yes, Carson, although he waa far downtown In Mulberry street
ness. "This is the first I've heard of with that number?"
was only a neutral tint In the human and could not know the course his
subordinates were pursuing.
You're going strong, Mr. Sands, color scheme, knew a few things.
the robbery."
From a drawer in Elinor's Chippen"Was that the day you took the dia"Then maybe you'll explain, miss, even tor a society man," said Donnel
why you didn't come In with the oth- ly, doing hl best to quiet the Bac monds to Tiffany's?" queried the big dale secretary Donnelly took a box
er huh! that is, why you didn't ap- chante, "but i don't see any shield on detective quickly. "To have one of of rare lacquer and fitted a key to It
your shlrtfront, and me and my part- the small stones made tighter, you He stopped to gaze searchlngly at
pear before?"
Miss Holcomb for a few minutes, then
"I have told you I was reading in ner ain't got any call taking orders know."
Miss Holcomb's disdain had given he unlocked the box.
my room," she spiled. "I knew noth- from you. We're on this case, and
"I hate to pry Into any young lady's
ing of the robbery, nor even of Mrs. we're going to stay on It. And if you place to dull wonder. Where had the
Could little keepsakes," he said In a ponderMlssloner's return from the opera, un- start anything with Manning, you man got his misinformation?
til the housekeeper knocked on my want to be sure you can finish It" He It be b reallv thought but no. It ously patronizing manner, "but as
door with the Information Mrs. Mis- was white, snaning wneiner wim was impossible. She felt as if some- Miss Holcomb hasn't been to Maiden
sloner wished to see me In the li rage or fear no one could sav. Turn- thing suffocating was closing about Lane In such a long time, I know she
ing to Mrs. Missloner, he went on: her. She lifted one hand to her throat won't object Now, this little box, of
brary."
'I suppose you know, ma am, interfer to force back the sobs that would course, contains nothing but trinkets
"I really regard this as wholly un
or odds and ends love letters, mayMr. Donnelly," said the ence with an officer is a pretty seri- come.
necessary,
"Miss ous thing. We're here on duty, and
'I am completely confused by your be?" Elinor's heart sickened at the
widow, with slow Insistence.
Holcomb is not only my secretary, It's up to you to see we're not both questions," she stammered. "I I do leer In his face. She turned her eyes
but my trusted friend. Her elder sis ered."
not know how to answer. What you to Dorothy's loving Uttle face, and
Mrs. Missloner palod. She dreaded, say Is so strange." She looked at the clung to the debutante's hand. Donter was in my class at Smith. I have
others with a world of appeal In those nelly, fumbling with the key tor
known the Holcombs many years."
not the law, but a scene.
"I think we would better let them gray eyes. Astonishment sympathy, awhile opened the lacquered box.
"You may think you know them,
side-partn-

"Just what I said, you see,' he ex"Nothing but trinkets and
other little souvenirs huh! of old
romances, perhaps. Eh, It's great to
be a summer girl. Miss Holcomb. It
claimed.

r.

side-partne-

d

emotion.
But Elinor Holcomb, shaking, sob
bing, wildly beseeching, was oblivious
to the silent watchfulness of the central office men, the covert glances from
countenance, the
Blodgett's mask-likamazed stare of the liveried youth In
the elevator. All the way to the room
in which Sands and Grlswold and
Ranscome waited, all the way across
the old English library to the ruddy
zone before the fireplace, she continued her prayers to Mrs. Missloner
to hold her guiltless. That was the
one thought that shaped her thoughts;
that the woman to whom she owed
the shelter of her later youth should
not think her capable of such Ignoble
Ingratitude. There waa no slightest
shade of appeal to the detectives, no
regard for the conclusions others In
the room might draw. But that Mrs.
Missloner should give credit to the
cold accusation that glittered la the
diamond Donnelly had found that
plainly was the unbearable thing In
the wretched young woman's present
position.
"You wont have to telephone the
chief. Mr. Man," said Donnelly to
Sands with aa direct a sneer as he
"This has been
thought advisable.
one of our easiest cases."
His fat hand was extended toward
the millionaire. In the crease of the
palm, the diamond biased as If InSands
dignant at such a setting.
glared at the stone. Grlswold gased at ,'
It as If spellbound. Ranscome pot
ished his glasses with much deliberation and. adjusting them with eqeal ;
precision, looked at the gem fixedly.
"This one's the' goods,
the de- tecttve went on.
Ranscome, with
marked fastidiousness, took the jewel
from his hand and examined It aa If
his reputation aa an expert depended
on his test Reluctantly, he returned
the gem to Donnelly and said, gently,
'
.
with a pitying glance at Elinor:
e

ehr

.

(TO BE CONTINUED.?
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ConvontionV ovxty Ci.taK.
I

hereby aonounce myself at
Th Rtnuhliran rnuntv fnh(
I, ItTI."
candidate (or nomination to tha
vention at the meeting held in Tu
Mr. J. R. Wasfoo has alerted certain
ItaNcriM avast, II.M par year, cumcari September a jrd made the office of County Clerk of Quay alrculars
attacking mr record a at-to tha decision of
aaor or Quay County,
Aivartlalag rates faraieaed aa Ap- following nominations and elec county, subject
the Democratic Primary.
it inn peruaps Dsooms annarant
tions;
R. C. Mundell,
to many persons that Mr. Waston la
Delegates to the State Cooven.
. P,
San Ion, N, If. actuated by aomt other motive than
Editor aad PmMMmt .
tion to be held at Los
on

Kk

w

and Farm Seeds.

-

a.

e,

Vegas

If there is a cross marked on
Ibis space you will know that your
subscription to this paper has ex
pired. We would be pleased to
receive your renewal at once
Otherwise the paper will be dis
continued.

the ath of September, The same
delegates to serve at the District
Convention to be held at Raton
'
on September 36;
Sylvano Baca; Donald Stewart;
VV. F
Buchanan; Dorontio Gar
eia; Frank Gutierrez, M. 13. Kea- terj 11. H. McFlroy; 0. H, Kohnj
L. F. Williamsi C. W. Alsdorfj
A. Paul Seigle
For State Senatorr L. L, Kline

a

that of public benefactor,

Commission, 3rd Dist.

Ifelow Is

a brief abstract of Mr, Waaaon'a tran-

sactions with myself as County Aases- aor and tha Board of County Com
missioners since he has been a tax
payer In Quay county.
For the year 1901 he rendered property at a taxable valuation of 14525,
and was raised by the Board of
ilWS. for the year 1009
ha
rendered
property a) a taxable
TERRITORIAL OFFICERS
valuation of M787 and was raised by
me as assessor, 12205 and this raise
waa sustained by the Board of
Coyernor W, J, Mills, Santa
County
felter.
N. M,
Commissioners. For the year 1010 e
,
Coumty Clerk,
For state representatives; Paul
n
Secretary Nathan Iafta, Sapta
I am a candidate lor. nomination rendered property at a taxable
of I4W5, and was raised by the
Jones of Logan and J, McLaren to the office of
Fe, N. W,
County Clerk, sub Board of county Commissioners II7Go
VV. of
Attorney General
Quay.
to
voters
the
at the Democra- - For the yeaa 10U he rendered prop
ject
Clancy, Santa Fe, N. M.
For Sbsriff: Wm. Troup of TU; tic
erty at a taxable valuation of 17010
Primaries, October 7- Treasurer M, A, Otero, Sacta
'
and was raised by me as assessor
cumcarj.,
D.
Fiqegan.
Fe, N. M,
1450.
Geo.
This raise was also annroved
Clerk;
County
Dallinger
I hereby announce, myself as
Superintendent Public Instruction of Jordan. ?he Board of County Com 5 issjsn-erby
...
.
..
James fc,. ciaric. ftapta re
,
I0
-

F,

the Choicest,

All

flora in Augusta county,
Virginia. Now located in the Sao
Jon Valla? of New Mexico, I
announce myself as a candidate
lor County Commissioner for the
Third District, Quay County, sub.
ject to the decision of the Demo.
cratic Primary to, be held. October
7tb.
S A. Coiper.

Best, and Cheapest

at

FEED AND WAGON YARD IN CONNECTION.

1

valu-atio-

Frank

hmm ft

s.

I

,"of S"0
Uemocatif,
TresurrLee Anderson
Mr. Waason was the chief stock
'
tor
'
nomination
county
Tucumcari
uerk,, sub. holder and
Commissioner of Fublic Lands
manager of tha Tucumcari
etion . of . th. pemd
Probate Judge: Rev. Sherrod iect.t0 th
Robert P. Eryine, Santa Fe,
Telephone Co. during the years 1909
cratic Primary
N. M.
of Ogle.
and 1910 and rendered the telephone
Robt. C. Stubbins. property as foIlows:-F(- Tr
James
and
Warden
Fish
Mime
Assessor: Edd Ellis, Tucumcari.
the year
P. Goble, Santa Fe, N. M.
moo,
raised
the
Board
by
of
I
of
im,
am
schools:
a candidate asking your
E.
Superintendent
1760 and rend
Commissioners
County
Engineer Charles p. Miller, San
nek, Tucumcari.
consideration for the Democratic ered in
ta Fe, H. M,
low for 4575. In Jrnuary,
nomination for County Clerk, sub. 1011 be sold this
Surveyor; T. D. Martinez.
telephone system
District Court. Sixth District,
Commissioner; 1st district, Wal ject to the Primary to be held t on and received vpproxlmately 140,000
rortnesame. Mr. Wasson appealed
(Counties of Cudalupe, Otero, ter Moncus of Montoya, 2nd dis- October 7.
in some instances to the . Territorial
Lincoln and Quay.)
trict, J. P. Nelson of Barancus,
R. L. Patterson.
Boandof Equalization by whom the
3rd district,
Dibble, Obar.
Judge Edward R. Wright,
assessments
were In some cases re
N, M.
SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS.County Central Committee.
duced... But I am not rasponslble for
District Attorney Harrv H. Mc Chas. H. Kohn, Chairman; J, C.
Subject to the will of the Demo tne actions of that board controlled
Elroy, Tucumcari. N. PI.
Barnes, W. F, Buchanan; L. F. cratic Primary on October 7, 1 am as It is by the corporate interests of
Clerk Charles P, Downs, Alamp Williams; A. P.
Territory.
Seigel; Thos. a candidate for nomination for. the J the
'
... . .
Tlh ... ..I I.....
gordo, N. M.
P
office of County Superintendent ot
Romeio; C. C. Hixon.
ln
of.
. amoneys,. srocks bonds
U. d. Local Mnd Pfncars,
Toe resolutions committee con acnoois
ana win appreciate your. .listing
ana an other, personal property What
sistiug of H.H. McElroy, A.. Paul support.
Frank B. Crockett.
A. Prentice,
Register-"-!- ?;
did Mr. Wasson do with the exess of
N. V, Gallegos,
Heceive
Seigel and J. W. Moncas, report
money received from the sale of the
N.
House,
ed as follows;
Telephone
system? it Is not appar- '
SHERIFF.
QUAV COUNTY OFFICERS,
ew as u noes not appear on his loll
We your committee on.resolu- I am a candidate for nomina acedule as provided
flharifl J. P, Ward.
by law.
beg leave to submit the fol tion for
tions,
R.
to the office of
Donohoo,
Clerk
if Mr. Watson can elect the candi.
P.
Probate
lowing report:
H. Chenault,
Treasuxer-- C.
sheriff of Quay Coontr, subject date of his selection and choice it
can be readily seen why he can afford
Whereas, Hon. N. V. Gallegoes to the will of the Democratic
Probate Judge J. D, Cutlip,
vot
is a candidate for nomination for
Assessor I. J. iiriscoe.
and money to de- to.spand bis
ers at the primary to be held Oct. reap me.. time,
. ,
Superintendent of Schools C, S. member of the state Corporation
:
J. F. Ward.1911.
Cramer.
Very respeetfully yours,
Commission, and
I. J. BRISCO
Surveyor VV, L, Traylor,
we
I
desire to announce my candid
have full confidence
Whereas,
Assessor, Quay County.
in his intregrty and ability to fil I acy tor tne omce 01 anenti . ot
Poard of Commissioners.
that
important position, and
First District W. A. Dodson.
Quay County, subject to the will L EE G.
PEARSON, treasurer
M.
Second District J.
Hodges,
Whereas, we bele ive that Quay of the republican county conven
Mr
Pearson
is a Texan by birth
Third District R. C. Stubbins,
county should be represented on tion to be held September 23, 191 x
and
life
a
long Democrat, he spent
Precinct Officers.
Wm. Troup, Tucumcari.
the Republican etate ticket,
the
spent
of
greater
E.
Geo.
Peace,
Sale, Justice
part of big life in
Therefore be it resolved ibv the
hia
native
Constable.
state, tor four years he
Dudley Anderson,
Republicans of Quay county in TAX ASSESSOR.
was manager for the Giicrest. Lum-beI
for
a
reelection
am
candidate
convention assembled, that the
Co. , . at Kerney, Neb.
Most of the white shoes and
He
delegates to the state convention '0 the office of Tax Assessor for
came
look
see
to New Mexico, four
these
stockings you
days
be and are hereby instructed to Quay Countv, subject to the will
years
'
and filed on a homestead five
like they have had a bard summer. ca t the r votes in tn J
Republic; n of the Democratic - voters . at the ago
o.ate convention for Hon. N. V . Primaries to be held October 7. miles southwest of Tucumcari.
He has been engaged , in the
Briscoe.
Gallegos to the office ot corporaEven when a woman has a good tion commissioner.
lumber business most of , the, time
Having received the nomination since coming hare. On
cook, a kind husband and an
And Whereas, Quay County will
the first
for Assessor of Quay county on of last
automobile she can be very unMay he received the
present to the Judicial convention the republican ticket, I 'desire to
happy over her parlor curtains.
to fil the.
the name ot Hon, Reed Holloman
vacancy in
announce my candidacy before the office
of County Treasure.
for Judge of the eighth Judicial
the voters for their consideration
Mr Pearson has . shown,, in the
There are other kinds, of course district and,
at the general election November short time
that he has been in th.
Whereas, he posesses the qual- seventh.
but the greatest financier of them
- Edd. Ellis.
office
that
be
is. well qualified to
all is a woman who can sell a fur ifications, honor, integrity and a.
to
the
discharge
duties of treasuer.
bility necessary to. fill that pos.
muff to ber cook in hot weather,
REPRESENTATIVE.
During our acquaintance which
tion,
I am a candidate before the dates back
three years we have
Be it Resolved, by the Repub
Mr. Hearst is reputed to have
licans of Quay Copnty, in conven Democratic Primary for ; nomina all ways found him pleasant, and
;
tion for Representative . to the aceomidating.
bought an English castle which he tion assembled that the
.
delegates
'
''
will tear down and set up again
State
.Legislature.
to the Judicial convention be and
on Long Island, N, V, Good for
J, W. Campbell.
Let wonderful Wa?hwax do your
are hereby instructed to cast their
h
Hearst.
family. wasbinm ksvm nhhn
If our rich 'men votes for
Mr,
Hon, Reed Holloman
the clothes; makes them clean,
sayes
must annex English ruins it is (or Judge otthe 8ta Judicial Pis Treasvrer.
sweet and snow. Wuh .... . ..
better to buy castles than to trict of New
for
I
a
the.
am
wwjwuo compouna that washa in
office
candidate
Mexico,
ho.t or cold water without th n nt
their
to
of
daughters
ruarry
dukes,
County Treasurer, subject to aoap. It Is entlrley harmlesanddlffer-en- t
Harry H, McElroy chairman,
from anything you have ever
will of the voters at the Demo
the
While the Sentinel could nqt be
Send ten cents stamps todav for
regular size by mail. You
The Detroit Board of Commerce represented at the convention rom cratic Primaries, October 7,
be
glad you tried It. Airents wantin
Lee G.. Pearson
offers an automobile for a name our miormant we Jearo that there
ntroduce Wash wax
Address Washwax Co., St. Louis, Mo
lor her Water Carnival to be held was Perfect barmonv throughout
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Ure convention.
in July ion. This contest is od- - ne
Ot the
candidates
nominated with whom Department of the Interior U. S.
en to everyone. Send name to the
Albuquerque
ontest Committee of the Detroit we are aquainted and so far as we LandOqce, at Tucumcari, New Mcx
1011.
co,
August 12,
Hoard of Commerce, Detroit Mich, Can (earn of tne others we can
Notice la hereby given that Horace
that
the
entire ticket is made E. Adams of San Jon. N.
say
M., who, on
1
of
men
well qualified to October 12, 906, made Homestead
good
up
Hon. Emit Seidel, the Socialist
hold the positions to which they Entry, No 12230 for NWW, Sao. 10.
Mayor of Milwaukee, a few days
Two. 9N, Bangs 34 E, N. M. P. Mer- ago said; "As for women, they aspire, and worthy of the support
of
their party where personal in dian, has filed notice of intention
snouid nave toe ngnt to vote unto makeFinal Five Year Proof, to
Full Associated Press leased
conditionally, . They have as good terests do not exist. No doubt establish claim to the land above.
Wirt Report Every Day in
brains as men, If they were some there will be people in some loc- described, before Eugene K. Iledge'
tne
car
times adtuated by motives that alities who have personal friends coke, U. 8. Commissioner, at Ende.
plight Coot stand scrutiny, they who they wish to support, This N. M., on the 16th day of October,
1911.
wtanld be no worse 'ban men, and exists in all parties.
names as w itnesses:
Claimant
lack
of
Owing to
space and time John
if a women voted for the best look
D, H. Lewis, Roy
s
w nable to give auy further Dunn Jenkins,
ing candidate, would she be as bad
and 3, W, Atkins all of 6ao
Albuquerque, N. M.
aavthe man who voted for the man .report of the mtp on this ticket, Jon, N, M,
m
N
week
we
will
A.
R,
PONTICS, Register
report on the
rijy Wd Wm th most,
1
and county ticket,

a.
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Traders old stand

.

-

Tucumcari,.

-

-

New Mexico.,

THE ONLY WAGON YARD IN TOWN
WITH A GOOD BARN TO TAKE CARE

o,

OF LOADED WAGONS, GOOD CLEAN
BOX STALLS, PLENTY, OF GOOD FRESH
WATER AND MODERN CONVENIENCES.

-

;

ZT

f

l

airon
ub

'.T

CLEAN CAMP HOUSES AND GOOD
COMFORTABLE BEDS.
HAY, GRAIN
AND FEED FOK SALE.

:

;

iProggressive5 Broom Factory
Corn mill and Green bone mill

--

;

-

k

E. M.FUI-LWOO-

Ramrod.

9

1

THE

r.

X.

SAN JON VALLEY

X

I.-J-.

:

';

vuui, lucHff units mac uj

luciimcun, On
the Tucumcari and. Memphis railroad lies a
stretch of country known as the San Jon Valley.
If you are looking for a location it will pay
.

.

you to see it.

It has
It has

I

raised good crops.

has shallow water.

It has a railroad through
It has good towns.
The towns have

up-to-d-

V

-

.

O

I

1

tP

business houses.

ate

It has good schools and churches.
It has everything needed to make

a first class

community.

It

is in need of good men to develop its

re-cour-

-

Morning Journal

.

I

the center.

has good people.

us-ea- ..

--

the richest land in .Quay County.

Come, and let us show you what can be done.
..:

.

List with the

lALLEY LAND CO.
QAM tf W, 13, EI.

.

.,l

rK STATE
j,

V.

REPRENTATIVE
Campbell it a candid at- - tot

the democratic nomination (or the

fiaf

legislature. Campbell wai

burn in tlte Shenandoah Valley,
Virginia in i860 and lived thereon
t,j ( (athcri farm until the year 1900
when he moved to Weit Virginia
and in 100a to western Oklahoma
whrre he engaged in Miaiion work
until rpo6 and since which time
tie has resided on his homestead
he
and in Tucumcari, where
connected
with
several
betin
o(
has
the most worthy enterprises of the
ritv. He is now secretary of the
Thn u ih
Chamber of Commerce.
his influence and untiring efforts
he has done a great deal of good
(or the county. Mr. Campbell is
a progressive citizen and will work
for the interests of the people
if

elected.

j. F. WARD

WANTS

J. F. Ward, the present sheriff 0!
the county, is asking for the dem
ocratic nomination for
&nd is uoing into the race on his
record as an official. lie is a T
and was in the stock business
there and in Oklahoma before com
ing to New Mexico soon after the
first settlement by the farmers of
this section of the state. He settl
ed cn a homestead southeast of Tu

x-- an

nimrri and improved itandresid
ed there until he was elected sheriff
tiv the democrats of the county two
years ago. - He has made an excel
lent official arid has the greatest re
spect of both parties and the peo
pie generally in the county.
We have never heard any but
favorable comment concerning his
official actions since in office.
He is alway attending strictly
'
to the duties of the oflhe to
which he was elected. There has
been but little crime commited
during the past year, yet you will
alwavs find him looking out for
criminals of which he has brought
many to Justice.' On his past
record he seeks vour support. -

CROCKETT FOR

FRANKtB
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENT
.

Frank 13. Crocketttof House, N.
M., the plains candidate for Superintendent of the Public Schools
of Quav County has a claim of
Has
quarter section near House.
Mexico
been a resident of New
three years in November. Taught
school for twelve vears and has a
first grade certificate and has been
urged to make this race by his
friends on the plains. His name
was announced early and he has
been in the race for two weeks.

R.C

MUNDELL, ton

Cum.

The subject of this sketch ii a
years of age. He is a chndidata
tor county Clerk. He came from
browning, Mo. where be was
raised and where his parents still
live. Heatfnbed the Kirksville
State Normal School at Kirksville,
Mo. and later was engaged in the
merchantile buainess at Browning
Mo. being a number of the firm of
Fields and Mundell (or several
years, and from which place he
has many recomendations as to in
tegrity and ability. Coming to the
San Jon Valley about five years o
he located on a claim southeast
of here which he still owns. He
has several other properties. He
is a member of the Mundell Bros.
Merchantile and Real Estate firm
and has been the leading notary
and advisor at this place. He has
been continously engaged in office
work such as qualifies him (or the
office of clerk.
We have known
him for several years and beleive
that he is thoroughly capable,
a
. Mr. Mundell has always been
consistant and 'enthusiastic democrat, never taking,part in anything
which worked to the detriment of
the party. He has been here all
the time since filing ontbis claim
and is alwavs ready and willing to
help any movement to advance the.
agricultural interests of the country. He asks your support.
Wm.

TROUP tor Sheriff.

Troup of Tucumcari
is to come before the republican
county convention for nomination
to the office of sheriff.. He says
in part as follows; :
"I desire it to be understood that
I am making this race on what I
beleive to be my merits and not
on the dsmerits of my opponent.
lama plain man, of. the people
and used to laboring for the live
lihood on which I have existed
but I beleive I am capable of at
tending to the duties of the office,
and I would like the honor and 1
consider it an honor to serve the
I beleive
neonle in that capacity.
in evenhanded justice to every ci
..
- tizen. it l ean nor get mc urate
honorably, and by the vote of fair
minded men who have the best in
terests of the whole people at
heart, I don't want it. I realue
thit a servant of thn - Deode must
rise above party selfishness and
treat bis fellowman as he would
have them treat him were the cir
cumstances reversed,:"
We have known Mr Troup for
him in
several years and have-me- t
a business way and we beleive he
is capable and sincere and should
the office fall to ,we- arei confident
be will make us a good officer and
work to the county's interest.
.

Mc. Wm.

,

,

w-

-

I. J. BRISCO, ASSIZOR.'

FOR CLERK.

D. 1. FINEGAN

I. J. Brisco the present assesor
Mr. Finegan is 31 years
age, is so well known to the voters of
has been a resident of the county Quay county that there is unit
almost seven years, during which use of us telling you who he is. .
He was elected to office in 1008
time he has beld the position of
for the South- and has served the term in a satistrain
of

dispatcher

above censure or criticism.
Shortly after coming to Quay
county he filed on a homestead
ast of Tucumcari upon which he
has made proof and still owns. '
Edd Ellis for Assessor.
After completeing his high schElsewhere in this paper you
ool education he was bookkeeper
announcement of Ed
for a lumber company one year the will find the
nominee for
following two years he spent in Ellis the Republican
of Qay county.
teaching and since, that time has assessor
was born aud reared
Mr.
Ellis
been employed in railway service.
.
His experience in clerical wark in Texas, ne camo 10 juy
ago and filed
prepares bim to dircharge the county eight years one-hamites
and
duties of the clerk in a satisfactory on a claim two
tucumcari. He lived
manner and to which he will give northwest of
on it and made five year proof and
bis entire time and attention,
lie hat always supported the Dem still owns and cul tivates it.
Mr. Ellis is thirty-eigyears
ocratic Ticket and if nominated,
fam
democratic
a
from
came
'old,
winner at the cenerAl.
.illh
he
state
democratic
yet
election, bis candidacy will be a..
and
a
republican
.1
ka ,;n ..L. . w,rn..et has always been
voted and worked for his
has
u:
k
it
j
wiU
at the service of the Pty at all elections.
pilmarj
we have bein personally icqua- successful contestant.
j-f-

1

.-j

Below are a few of the many Bar-

gains we can show yon.

Welt-buiNo. 51
City property
No. 41 160 acres three and one
business house 35 x 60 feet,
half miles southwest of San Jon, a foot
I
ceiling, shop in rear 16 x
all feaced with . two wires, twenty
AWkA
.mII
Atltt at mft II
acres in cultivation, rather tight
buildings, three lots on the cornet
land justs right to- work nice. 18

',

m

-

per acre.

;

0. L.

4j a Relinquishment

-

330

acres, one and three fourth miles
from San Jon, House ta rx ao,
barn 1 a x 30, all fenced,' 40 acres
in cultivation, mixed land, , fine
sou, choice location, cash price
Ixooo or will trade.

n,

Two.
No. 55, Vacant Lots.
fine corner lots on Main and
1
each
a Fourth street at 200
on-eas-

No. 45 Deeded 160 acres,
terms.
miles from San Jon, all fenced and
cross fenced'with two wires, A no.
No. 56 Business Lot. Cornet
one box house with- - shingle roof.
Ave.'
good 'barn, , both well painted, a lot on Fifth St. and Maple
in
small
few nice fruit trees, a well of fine
I50,I5 down, balance
suit
the
to
pur- water, about 50 acres in cultiva- monthly payments
tion, fine soil, mixed land, at I10 chaser. This lot faces the depot
.l
iue puce
and is a money tnaicer
pet acre.
"

,

u

a

?

4.1

No. 47- - Vacant lot' Afine .cor
No. seV Six lot in a bunch on
ner lot on main street one- - square
south side with barn 16 & ao,
trom the depot, in the business fenced with
wire, price 400 on
A
of
town.
at
laso
bargain
part
good terms.

1

Robert c stubbins

No.

street, will trade or tell.
160 acres.
No. 52. Deeded.
f0Ur and one half miles north of
San Jon, 60 acres in good state of
cultivation, fenced and cross fenc-tw- o
ed with two wirts, small bouse,
barn t&x 3$, garden fenced with
poultry netting, S3me nice trees,
vines and bermuda grass, a fine
furnish
well of water which-wil- l
land
water . for
from
the
lays fine for irrigating
well. Price on application.
on-ma- in

160 acres, a
. No.4a- - Deeded
miles from San Jon, 35 acres broke
fenced and cross fenced all with
wires, small box bouse, fine
location.
Price on application.'

-

.

Vacant lots. Two lots
No. 64 A choice relinquish- on south side little way out, will ment five north of San Jon. Will
make a fine residence property, at sell or trade very cheap if takaa
soon.
f 40 for the two.
No 48

wen, Clerk.

WANTS CLERK-SHI- P
The M; Wj' A. meets each sec- Robert C. Stubdins who has an ond and fourth Saturday evening
announcement elswhere in this pa of each month;'.
Visitors weloome.
per for nomination
C. L'. Owen, V. C.
about
Ohio
in
Clerk was born
Geo. E. Sale. Clerk
thirty-tw- o
years ago. He gradu
ated from Knox College at Gales
burg, Illinois in 190a with the de
PR0FEC3I0NAL CAED3
gree of B. S.
In 1006 bt came to Quay county
CHAS. C. REED,
and filed on a homestead near
with
identified
Notary-PubliNaia Visa, and was
the real estate business there un All
Legal Blanks Properly Execu'td
till Mav. toto when he came to
Office in Sentinel Building
Tucumcara and purchased an in
terest in the Tucumcari Sun, with
which paper he has been actively OFFICE TEL. 700 RESIDENCE 190
connected. He is making this
race on his qualifications and his
Dr. B. F. HERRING.
official record. He has always
HERRING RUIIDINO
been a Democrat, and fotea it
. MEW MEXICO
rrcuMCABi.

THE. VALLEY LAND COMPANY
Of

for.-bount- y

Sn,Jon,.New.Mex.
Dealers In

Irrigated Lands, . Relinquishments, Deeded Lands,
AND

v

c,

We have land in New Mexico to trade for land in other. States
We sell Stocks of Goods, Vacant and Improved Property.
Correspondence Solicited, and Information Cheerfully Given.

mum --A niDIHl AGEHT

traight.

WANTED Good Housekeepthe.ser- ing Maoazine requires in aan

DR. R. S. COULTER,

DENTIST "
vices of a representative
' Office in New Bank Building,
subscripafter
look
to
Jon Valley
Phone 64.
tion renewals and to extend circul- New Max.
ation ty special rneimw
Tucumcari,
have proved unusually successful.
uiarv and commission. Ptevioat
experience desirable, but not
Whole time or spare
Dr. J. Edwin Manney,
time.' Address, with references,
Physician & Surgeon, .
J. F; Fairbanks, Good House, Office Sutton Building, MH St.
keeping Magazine, 38: Fpurib
Phone 85, Res. Phone
Ave,, New York City.

NgwIix.;.

City Markets;

-

Eggs:
Chickens

Turkeys..

f
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Maise heads, per
NtwMtx.
15,00 Tucumcari,
Kaffir Corn heads, per ton
HJc
Beans, per pound.
Z.
T.
Corrected weekly by
EUGENE E. HEDGECOKE
grocery and feed store.
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REAL ESTATE SPECIALS

s

He is a Texas
born Democrat, has alwavs been
a worker for the democratic party,
is a homesteader and stock raiser
living on his claim near Dodson.
He asks your suportat the primary October 7th.
Butter

western, his long service with this factory manner.
company is proof of his ability
and faithfulness to his duties. His
conduct of every day life has been

loted with Mr. Ellis lor three year
T. A M. TIMS TAELB.
and have always (ouud bim 1
Daily.
straight business mao, square and
West 7:40 r.M
No.
Pasitngtr
41,
accommodating in all his dealing!.
No. 44, Passenger Bait 6:0a a.m
R. L. PATE K SON roa clerk.
Daily except Sunday.
Nearly every citisen in tbtcouo-tr- y No. 91 1 Local Frt. West 4:06 r.M
is aquainted with Mr. Peterson No.
oa, Local Frt. East 10:30 r.M
He was one of tne early settlcri of
O.R. DENTON, Agtat.
Quay County. Coming here about
ten years ago he filed on a claim
THE CHURCHES.
and has lived on it most of the
time since. He is a native Texan,
a staunch democrat, and a worker If. E. CHURCH-MeetlngM- very
in his party. He served a term
First and Third Sunday's of each
aa Probate Judge where be gave . month. Services morning, aad
excelent satisfaction at an officer
evening.
for the people. Later he engaged
Rear J.'W. Campsell, Pastor.
in the 'eat estate businesa by
which he gained a large aquaint
ance and friendship tbrottbout tier
BAPTIST CHURCH.
We have been personally FIRST
county
New Mexico
acquainted with htm for the paatiSaa Jon,
Jw
Pastor
P.
three-yearMastkrsom,
found
have
nd
always
second
him pleasant, accommodaing and
Sunday
Preacbibg every
honest in our dealings, with bim, at u cJ0ck.A. Ms
Prayer service, 8 oclock p. m.
We beleive he is welt qualified.
Christians especially invited
All
and would make the county ft good
to this prayer service for the good
clerk.
of the community.
8. A. COINER. COM. 3rd DZST.
Service a a oclock (slow time)
S A Coiner places his name be on
Saturday! before tne second
fort the people as a candidate for Sunday. Everybody invited.
County commissioner from the 3rd i Sunday School each Sabbath at
He it a resident of the
District.
l oclock-A-' . M. ,
San Jon Valley and is one of our
J. .P. Mastersok, Supt.
most ' worthy homesteaders and
W. B. Griffiths, Sec.
'
citizens. He is a native of Virgi
naaad a.Jifelong Democrat, com Sinsrioe School meets every Sun
'
afternoon at Three oclock at
ing to New Mexico from Salem day
Missouri four years ago, he filed the Church.
on a.claim in the San Jon Valley
where he has since lived and culti
vated hjs place, he is a man well
TESIOSOB
him
or
who
all
of
know,
by
spoken
aca tad and
TatiAvB. T.'A.
have dealt with- him. . He is a
man well qualified to take care of 4Ui.W4Mt7
S. & WUata, Pre
peoples interests in the capacity
of commissioner. . He gives . the
Bank of Salem and First National
lit and
TkeW.?0; w;
Bank of Salem, Mo. where he
Shi Met4ay,svsalsjgs Vlstttag lever
lived 1 a years, or First National
Bank of Tucumcari as references lias iraem.;
& m. Bem, c. a
for those that wish to look him up.
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It seems that a few of our dry farm
bit over-eIng frienda have been
thualaatlc. and In flying from tha avll
of drying out tha land through noo
cultivation, have rushed Into the arms
of Ita companion, that of pulverising
It so fine that It departs piecemeal
This cornea about from attempting to
apply unyielding rules to a constantly
varying agent, tha soil Itself. In
farming there can ba no general success by tha use of a hard and faat
it ahall ba dona" edict
The treatment that will prove vary
satisfactory with tha heavy soil of a
slough may be worae than uselaas
when applied to a high alopa In tha
aame field. Thia la a genua way or
auggaatlng tha uae of horse sense In
tillage. Tha end to ba attained Is
tha retention of water In the soil.
and tha character of the soil must
The
adopted.
govern the method
heavier soils that have a tendency to
lump together will stand frequent
harrowing without arriving at the
dust stage where tha cure becomes
worse than the disease.
The light soils can easily ba over
worked, and thia fact has long been
recognized by farmers who may be
short on scientific theories, but are
long on credit at the bank.
Doubtless cropa can be grown on a
less ample water supply than that
of the middle west, and doubtless also
many tolerably good farmers will go
broke trying to find the exact point
where profit rather than loss occurs.
If the northwestern farmer would
consider as seriously the effect of a
corn and clover break into his crop
rotation as he must consider tha mat
ter of water supply on the
lands where fortune smiles with one
eye, and winks with the other, and
where
propagandists seeking
to unload their holdings vie with

Meat Ueeful In Raglans Where Mala
ture la Often Contrail Ing Paster
Are
In Crop Preduetten
Draught RaalaUnt

After
tie ef Dr. KUmare Swamp-Root- ,
Ukiag the eonteate of the nret bottle I fan
gtaatiy relieved sad decided to eoatinue it.
After wiag tha content of tarea mora dot
lar betilea. I experienced
aomplata euro,
CARI.ETON R. BALL. Bureau of
I cannot iwcommead Dr. Kilmere (By
Want Industry, V. S. Department of Ag
Swarap-Roo-t
too hihly to anyone aufftr
riculture.)
In general there are two ways by "thua-and-alag froai kidney or bladder trouble.
Yours very truly,
which tha
cropa can be
P. HTLAM.
made of greater value to the grower,
Carteraville, Ue. The first la
by improving the varle-tlea- ;
Eworn to aad subscribed before a
the second, by finding more rap-this July 12th, 19W.
Id and economical methods of har
JOS. S. CAIJTOUX.
vesting.
Improved varletlea can ba
Notary Public,
selection of present
obtained
through
B. Co., Oa.
sorts and by bettering the methods of
growing them. More rapid and eco
nomlcal harvesting will come about
Frore What SwaaavRoot Win Da For Yon either through adapting the crops to
Send to Dr. Kilmer k Co., Bing ham- - present machinery or through the in
ton. N. Y- - for a aampla bottle. It will vention of new machines, or both.
You will also receive
conviBco anyone.
There are five principal ways in
a booklet of valuable information, telling which improvement may be made:
all about tha kidneya and bladder. When (1) Increased
resistance,
drought
writing, ba aura and mention thia paper. (2) Increased earliness.
(3) dwarf er
For aala at all drug stores. Price fifty
suture, (4) greater productiveness,
cents and
and (5) increased machine harvestTake cara of the tomorrow; yester- ing.
The grain sorghums are most use
day will take care of themselves.
ful In regions where moisture Is often
in crop pro
Rheumatiim, Neuralgia and Sore Throat the controlling factor
will not live under the tame roof with duction. Much good should therefore
Hamlina Wiaard Oil. the world'a beat be accomplished by Increasing their
liniment for tha relief of all pain.
drought resistance, especially in the
of lighter rainfall.
areas
Just set to work and do a thing,
No one knows exactly what drought
and don't talk about It Thia is the resistance is. It
Is probable
that
great aecret of aucceaa In all enter- what we call drought resistance is
sub-ari- d
prises. Sarah Grand.
the effect of several different factors.
The most important of these factors
BEAUTIFUL POST CARDS FREE are
probably (1) increased ability to
Bead So l la imp for 8e samples of my vary choicest Gold Inoboeeed Birthday, Flower and Motto prevent the loss of water by transpiPost Oarda; beautiful colors and lorallest deelgns.
ration, (2) increased development of
Art Post Card Club, Til Jaoluon BL, Tope, Kacaa
the root system, and (3) a possible Munchausen, his yields would mateincrease in power to extract water rially increase.
Not Much of a Water User.
Hewitt Gruet spends money like from a dry soil.
Differences in the power to control GOOD CULTURE OF THE CORN
water.
and
Jewett I thought you said he spent transpiration are
readily observed facts. By transpira- Cultivate Shallow, Just Deep Enough
It freely.
tion is meant the passing of water
to Kill Weeds and Keep Top Soil
from the tissues of the plant into the
ASK FOB ALLEN'S FOOT-EAS- E
Holda Moisture.
Mellow
the AnUeapUo powder to shake Into your I hoes.
air. In the processes of their growth
Corns, Bunions, Ingrowing Nat), Swollen and
Mweetlog feet, Buster and Callous spot. Hold all plants are constantly absorbing
Cultivate shallow, Just deep enough
erYerywhere, Mo. Dvn tacmptm
water from the soil through
their to kill tbe weeds, and Keep tne top
AddiwiAlUa8.0unaMd. LeBoy.M.T.
rootlets and allowing certain quanti- soil mellow. A mellow top soil will
ties of this moisture to pass out into prevent the evaporation of moisture.
Childish Wisdom.
Now and then the seemingly casual the air through minute pores, called The cultivators, with short whlffie-tree- s
attached, should be in the field
remarks of the little ones plumb im- stomata. This is done In much the
same manner as water escapes and
ready to use at a moment's notice.
pressive spiritual and psychological
through the animal skin in the form Then, if a shower stops work In tha
depths. Little Jean, for Instance, list- of
adults
two
perspiration. In times of drought hay or grain field or while the dew Is
of
ened to the conversation
with silent interest, until one of the It is Important that the plant lose as on in the morning, start the cultivaas possible of its water supply tors, if it is only for an hour or two.
ladles, speaking of an unsatisfactory little
In this way. The plant best fitted to Tbe
mothfew
that
remarked
ground should never be allowed
photograph,
ers were pleased with portraits of prevent transpiration Is thus the most to crust over and no rank weeds altheir children, for the reason that the drought resistant In cacti, for in- lowed to grow and take the strength
children did not look to others as they stance, this ability is highly perfect- out of the ground. When the corn is
ed. Corn Is much less drought resist
in tassel and earing is tha time when
did to the loving maternal eye.
ant than the members of tbe various moisture is most needed. This is the
Said Jean eagerly:
"No, and children don't look at oth- groups of sorghums. Corn is in dan- critical period in the growth of the
er people as they look at their moth- ger when the leaves begin to curl, crop. A mellow soil prevents loss of
but sorghums often remain In this moisture and is a large factor in a
ers, either!"
condition for a long time without per- good yield of grain.
manent injury.
We plant no pumpkins in our main
Incident Overlooked.
The size and character of the root fields and cultivate frequently as long
A New England farmer, noted for
his uncontrolled temper, became con- system Is probably a strong factor in as the horse can get through the rows
verted, according to the St. Louis Re- drought resistance. Tbe larger tbe without breaking down the stalks. It
root system In proportion to the plant is the last working and hoeing that
public.
A month later he was holding forth the better It can supply moisture. The kills the weeds and leaves a clean
to a number of friends and relatives wider and deeper Its penetration, the corn stubble for the fall seeding of
the area of soil from which It grain. The cultivator with sharp
gathered at the Thanksgiving dinner larger
draws
moisture in times of drought. teeth, the frame set wide so the entire
his
table on the subject of
religious
A deeply rooting plant may be able
charof
ground between the rows can be
his
entire
change
principles,
secure
to
when
root
water
shallow
stirred at the one working, is the best
disacter and his kind and forebearing
lie wholly in dry soil. This implement to use at the last working.
systems
position.
is entirely apart from possible dif- The sulky cultivator cannot be used
Finally growing enthusiastic in his ferences
in ability to secure moisture when the stalks are half grown withto
wife
his
on
called
he
description,
a
from
unit of soil. Such differ- out breaking down too many stalks.
given
uphold his assertions.
ences may exist, but the idea Is only
"Jane," he shouted, "you haven't a
theory as yet Unfortunately, the
LIVE STOCK NOTES.
bad an unkind word or deed from ma
since I got converted now, have character of the root system cannot
be observed while making observaScreen the stables with wire netting
you?"
to keep the files out.
There was a dead silence; then tions.
Lambs may be weaned successfully
came In meek, yet reminding tones
RAISE POULTRY FOR MARKET at 10 to 12 weeks old.
from the other end of the table.
"Jerome. Jerome, you've forgot the
Water and shade in the pasture is
time you bit ma."
Aim to Attract Eye of Buyer and Es- of prime importance.
tablish Reputation for Prime
The first week is the critical time
FOUND RIGHT PATH
Stock Do Not Mix Colors.
in the life of the little pig.
After a Falsa Start.
that adds to the comfort
Here are a few hints to those who of Anything
the horses is money saved.
"In 1890 I began to drink coffee.
are in the business of raising market
Keep the young colt out of the sun
"At that time I was healthy and
poultry; Market the roosters separatelife. At first I noticed no bad ly. Aim to attract the eye of the until It's nine or ten days old. It pays.
The horse Is made for muscular efeffect from the Indulgence but in buyer.
Have regular market days.
course of time found that various Try to build up a reputation for prime fort, and it la cruelty to deprive him
troubles were coming upon me.
stock. Grow bone and muscle first, of it.
Alfalfa has proven a splendid ration
"Palpitation of the heart took unto and then fatten. Big combed broilItself sick and nervous headaches, kid- ers are apt to be wrongly classified for hogs that are thin or a little off
ney troubles followed and eventually in market. Always notify your com- feed.
Ewes will not do well on timothy
my stomach became so deranged that mission merchant before shipping
even a light meal caused me serious Young fowls shipped with old stock And will do as well or better on oat
distress.
will command old stock prices. Poul- straw.
"Our physician's prescriptions failed try should be killed the day before
The farm team rests better in a padto help me and then I dosed myself marketing when going direct to the dock after the night feed and a good
with patent medicines till I was thor- consumer. Do not mix white-skinnecleaning.
chickens In the same shipment with
oughly disgusted and hopeless.
For the greatest profit, the pigs
ones. Have a tag fas- should grow
"Finally I began to suspect that cof- yellow-skinnerapidly from birth to
fee was the cause of my troubles. I ex- tened on each fowl you send to mar- market day.
perimented by leaving it off, except ket. It Is the best way to advertise
For the health and profit of sheep
for one small cup at breakfast. This your stock.
should have free access to good
they
helped some but did not altogether repure water.
lieve my distress. It satisfied me,
Harrowing Grain.
Tbe average pig, if given free range,
however, that I was on the right track.
Prof. Thomas Shaw states that be will take enough exercise to keep In
"So I gave up coffee altogether and thought tbe four harrowings be gave the best of health.
began to use Postum. In ten days I gralln after it was up saved his crop
is a cheap
Barley straw with
found myself greatly improved, my last year. It was so dry that the and very good feed grain
for young cattle
nerves steady, my head clear, my kid- grass never got green, yet the yicds when hay is scarce.
neys working better and better, my went from twenty to thirty bufheis.
Other things being equal, the old
heart's action rapidly improving, my The harrowings were given when tbe sow la preferable
to the young one
appetite improved and the ability to grain was just coming up, when it was She haa proven her worth.
eat a hearty meal without subsequent four to five Inches high; six to seven
When your lambs are weaned, it ia
suffering restored to me. And this con- Inches and when eight to nine Inches a good plan to fast them for 12 hours
dition remains.
bight
and to give them a drench.
"Leaving off coffee and using Postum
Tbe lamba should be put on a new
did this, with no help from drugs, as 1
,
Polaonoua Sorghum.
one that has not been grazed
pasture,
when
medicines
of
use
abandoned the
A second growth of sorghum la poion a meadow aftermath.
say
before,
I began to use the food drink." Name sonous to cattle and often causes
When
the
pigs are a few weeks old
Battle
Postum
Creek, death in a short time. Frosted sorCo,
given by
should
ba given a creep where
they
:.;'v".;v
tachv.
ghum la also claimed by many farm-ar- e they can help themaelvea to grain.
"There's a reason,'' and it la exto be bad for cattle. For thia ,. If the Bullion la not used on the
plained la the nttle book, "The Road reason some farmers are afraid to pas- road or In tha harness In farm work,
v
Co WellvflK" in pkgs.
ture sorghum late In the fall or
he should have a large paddock with a
Brer rwa tTee iton left erf A www
strong fence to run In.
time
to
TkT
fraa
tlra.
eae
are ireaalac, trmm, and fall f fcaaaaa
o

graln-eorghu-

one-dolla-r.

dry-lan-

well-know-
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THE TRUTH AIOUT ILUINO.

WlAKf

suffer backache, headache,
silliness, weariness, urinary Irregularities sod other troubles that aria
from disordered kldoeysT Doan'
Pllta save
i Kidney
Why

Farmers

laen Pulverising tall

tl
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SUNFLOWER

SEEDS

n

M

vita severe
doctored by ee
I kidaey trouble. I
era! pkyaidaM and ftttiaf M relief I took
tbe advice el mad and procured a pot
wfonwid

jm

Gmsonsiiuf.. crop
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AS FEED

Value la Not Fully Appreciated by
Poultry man With Grain Mads
Excellent Ration
,

AH

The fact that sunflower seeds make
good poultry feed la not fully appreciated by all. With any grain they
make a well balanced ration These
flowers grow well upon all irrigated
tracts. The growth is very rapid and
the large broad leaves afford excellent
shade for tha young chicks. It la
waya a wise policy to plant tbe aeedi
so that thev can ba conveniently used
The falllnr seeds are thus saved and
tha ahade afforded ia very valuable
Sunflowera crow and produce tne
lara-es-t
heads whe. planted in row
and cared for like corn. It is alwayt
advisable to allow the heads to be
come thoroughly ripe before harvest
Ina-- .
Cut as little of the stalk off with
the heads as nosslble. Tbe heads arc
conveniently fed whole, especially
during the winter months. When rea
in this way it will be found that the
Leeds are relished by the fowls.
When the poultry is molting there
Is no better feed known, wneai ana
millet '.re sometimes fed with the
sunflower feed. This makes a ration
very valuable, not only because of
its affording a variety but because ol
the valuable feed constituents that
This ration.
these grains contain.
with an occasional feed or fresh meat,
will make the hens lay. Corn should
never be fed more than once a week
fo." egg production, but it is very valuable as a fat producer.
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thousands.

John O. Sedaln. Mo
d.sto.C.1.. says:

aut waak I ataar- -

tared like a drunken
11

I
I

Oaed Reason.
I ran down in
"Why did Jageby leave tbe cast of
welaht from 17 to
I had that tank drama?"
117 nounda.
"Because ha wanted to ba tha tank."
practically no con
man.

I

FfJ

JL

rT"
lyiwRitf

ft

Bktcretlons and the
pain in my back was
terrible. I became a
nervous wrack and waa given up by
our beat phyaiclans. Like a drowning
man arasDinr at a straw I began us
ing Doan's Kidney Pllla and steadily
Improved. In a few months' time I
was back at my old weight. Doan's
Kidney Pills cured me and I giva

them tha entire credit."
Remember tha name Doan's.
For sale by druggists and general
storekeepers everywhere. Price 60a.
Co., Buffalo, N. T.

We live by admiration, hops, and
love. Wordaworth.
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GILT BOOB the onl ladlee ihoe dntate
thai poalflTaly contain OIL BUeka and PoUibM
ladles' and children's boots and hoes, ehlaee
I TM o oi
m,
wit
juc.
uiou,
and nollihln
DANDY combination for elcanlna
11 kinds of russet or Un
shoe, Mo. Star''s!se, Ida.
ho
QUICK WHITE mak. dirty
clean and white. In liquid form soil can be
A sponge la ererr
eaellr applied.for uae.
ejalcklr so dalwa
Two slm, 10
package,
ready
and ti eent.
If your dealer doe not keep the kind you want,
and us his address and the price In stamp for
a full slie package.

enn.

WHITTKMORb BROS & OO.
Albany St., it
Mui.
Old At and LargeCambridge,
Manufacturer of
Sho4 Polithei in the World.
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We

She

distrust

those who flat

ter us.
He

And dislike those who do

HANDS

WOULD CRACK

not

OPEN

"About two months ago my hand a
started to crack open and bleed, tha
akin would scale off, and the good
flesh would burn and itch dreadfully.
When my hands first started to get
sore, there were small blisters like water blisters which formed. They
Itched dreadfully, it just seemed aa
though I could tear the skin all off. I
would scratch them and the skin would
peel off, and the flesh would be all
red and crack open and bleed. It wor
ried me very much, as I had never
had anything the matter with my skin.
was so afraid I would have to give
up my employment.
"My doctor said he didn't think it
would amount to anything. But it kept
getting worse. One day I saw a piece
in one of the papers about a lady who

METALLIC HEELS

AND COUNTERS
Listen, You Miners, Quarrymen, Farmers,
And You Who Do Heavy Work
A Pair of Steel Heel Doubles the
I. He of Yonr Shoes
by protecting heel and counter where wear te the
They're lighter than leather, ud outwear
the ihoe. Your shoe dealer Mils work shoe with
these heel attached or a cobbler csa quickly
attach them. If your dealer 181 supplied, writ as.
Your inquiry brings booklet
hardeM.

had the same trouble with her hands.
She had used Cuticura Soap and OintUNTOD SHOE MACH1NOT CO.
tOSTOR. MASS.
ment and was cured. I decided to try
them, and my hands were all healed
before I had used one cake of Cuti
cura Ointment. I am truly thankful
for the good results from the Cuticura
White Leghorn Hen.
Soap and Ointment, for thanks to them
was cured, and did not have to lose That's Why You're Tired Out of Sorts
purchasing every year merely one or
two young cocks of the breed selectHave No Appetite.
day from work. I have had no re
ed. Thus, if the cocks are Minorcas, turn of the skin trouble." (Signed)
CARTER'S LITTLE
tbe farm stock will gradually be con- Mrs. Mary E. Breig, 2522 Brown I IVTB Pll i
verted into hardy black fowls which Street, Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 12, 1911.
I CARTERS
will put you right
seldom or never sit, near the Minorca
Although Cuticura Soap and Oint In a few days.
type; while if Dorkings be used, there ment are sold everywhere, a sample
Th ey do
will saan be a fine race of table of each, with
book, will ba their
fowls. Often, when there is any one mailed free on application to "Cuti
Cure Con
on the farm who cares about it. It
fr
cura," Dept. 6 K, Boston.
stipation,
will be best to make up every year a
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache

r

Your Liver

Is Clogged Up

Xs

e

special breeding lot of fine birds. No
farmer would expect to make his oth
er live stock pay unless he saw to
such things; and he cannot expect
fowls to pay either, unless he will
give the same ordinary thought and
care to them.

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE,

Reckoning by Degreaa.

It waa one of those warm spring

Genuine

days when the temperature suddenly
seems unbearably torrid. Thelma,
four years of age, broke off her play
to plead thus with her mother:
"Oh, mother, please let me take
off some of my clothes!
I'm a whole
'
petticoat too hot!"

must bear

at

able price, write for free
Illustrated catalogue.
A. H. HESS ek CO.
MSTnrUSL.
Baala.Ts,

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and sea that It
Bears the
Whey seems like pretty thin diet.
of
Signature
but it is really better than nothing
In Use For Over 30 Tears.
in the line of milk.
The harder the hens dig. the less Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria
you will have to dig.
Had the 8ame Trouble.
A weak chick never makes a profit
Howell They say that the new
able hen.
When your birds get bi enoueh for queen likes to have her own way.
Powell My wife Is a queen, all
the market, let them go. That ends
the worry about hawks, crows and right.
diseases.
For
Share the fresh lettuce with your
birds. Good plan to sow some lust

land and water right. Open
to entry on Big Wood
Hirer Project In Southern1
Idaho. BbU.fc an aora In
annual Installments. Ample water supply jguaran- teed. IDAHO IBBIUATION CO HIohBeld, M

GARY ACT
rat

the poultry.

The hen that does the best with the
least labor on your part, is tbe one
you are after.
Some folks have their houses so
that they can open them up all
around the foundation walls when it
is hot and let the air circulate everywhere.

Provide clean quarters, pure water
and wholesome food for the chicks,
and disease among them will be a
thing unknown.
It is not wise to change breeds
every spring. All the standard breeds
are good. Make the one you already
have do its best.
It is a mistake to wash eggs or to
make them clean.. It is better to
have the nests clean ao that the eggs
need not get dirty.
Cull out the poor layers and give
the prolific hen more, room to work.
Ducks should have a plentiful sup
ply of sharp grit

tle

EDSEOEI

r

"end birth date and Scent
lOttl (or Astrology reading thai
rOrtUne TJJ
surprise you. Baaa Im, UkaBrM, w ltilee

IOBT
Will

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

DISTEMPER

for

Signature

THE BEST STOCK
earth
CAfsM EC on reason

en-Joy-
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THE USUAL WAY.

Andalusians,
Mlnorcas,
Leghorns,
Houdans and Hamburga Will Prove
Profitable on Any Farm.

non-sittin-

Mre. Wlaalew
Bootfeiaff nymn for Children
leetBlnir, eoftene tbe ffvaie, rednaee Innatana-Ile- a,
.lUkreptws.taraa wtea eoUe, ate bottle.

Foster-Milbur- n

EXCELLENT BREEDS FOR EGGS

If eggs alone are wanted, it will be
g
breeds,
best to keep only
of which Leghorns, Minorcas, Andalusians, Houdans, or Hamburgs will do
well on the farm. If necessary, the
eggs may be hatched in incubators,
which, in careful hands, now do good
work; or a few may also be kept of
some sitting breed. Pure bred fowls,
useless for showing, can usually be
obtained at a low price; and after all
Is said against "fancy" birds, as a
rule they will pay better, selected
with intelligence, than average farm
mongrels. But any decently fine farm
stock can be greatly Improved by

Talk Na. I.
Avoid liquid bluing.
Liquid blie
Ing Is largely water. Water ia adulteration, adds nothing to real value
Think It over.
to the ronaumer.
na wlsa. lie RED CROSS RAO
SLUE, tha blue that's all blue; makes
the laundreaa smile on wash day, AT
ALL QOOD GROCERS.

36-19- 11.

Flak Eye. EpIsootJo
Shipping Fever
& Catarrhal Fever

Bare cure and peel
how horsesataay stage are Infected
preeatl re. ao itter
acts oa ta mooa and oiaaaai eipei u
"eaposed." Liquid .elrea en
OeresDlata
la Dogs aad (heap and Cholera la
ilsonouaeemurromtkebody.
On rea La Ortno amone human batnee
Poultry.
LnwtallB4rllTitockrmfjdy.
Me aad II a bottlai M and if a doaan. Cat tbleorii
and ! ta Kid nay
Free Booklet. "DUtempec
Keeplt. Know toyourdnirglat. who wllltetltforyou.
uauaaa aan uurea"
epaciai geaie wantea.
60SHEK.
SPOHI WEOICAL CO.,
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wax SAMS POLICE
Htorot Q ar waldoh rwcrrr

VTO

O widen Its sphere of beneficial activity U the aim ot etery
branch of our national government, but
It Is doubtful If any ot thfue have been
more successful in the effort tban the
United States revenue cutter service.
This organization under the treasury
department, was long ago nicknamed
"Uncle Sam's police of the sea," and the
designation has stuck because It Is man
ifestly so appropriate.
The title was
obviously fitting In the old days when the chief
duties of the officers and men of the revenue cutter
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By Lydia E. Pinkham't Vegetdbb
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.
the gulf coast of our
vessels
of
chartered
fleet
Revenue cutters and a
commanded by revenue cutter officers patrolled the
waters of Louisiana, Mississippi. Alabama and
Florida and for the first time in the history of such
of the
epidemics there was not a single instance
sea.
spread of the disease through communication by disInfected
the
within
were
constantly
The ships
tricts, and although one of them had to fight the
fever among its own crew never once did the vigilance against the scourge relax.
As has been said, one of the most important duties
of the service Is the relief of vessels In distress, andwithin late years this has developed a regular "win-

summer of

coun-try-

1905 ravaged

reaching scope and immense vaiue.
The president designates
certain cutters each year
...
-during the stormy winter
"111
months from November to
w
April to patrol our
coast line in search of vessels in distress and to reasspond for any calls for
rebe
may
that
sistance
ceived via wireless. In the
performance of this duty
thousands of persons have
been rescued from the perils of the sea and property
'
r"fc
III
to an aggregate value or
vnrwz n wtr'FDA nsr TrA7nr. DKarJrtrPr:,
many millions or dollars
The
saved.
has been
"beats" covered by the police of the sea on this winter "watch" are not confined to the Atlantic, Pacific
and Gulf of Mexico, but include also the great lakes
and the Bering sea and
Arctic ocean. A kindred
work of almost equal importance is the destruction
'
of derelicts which menace
all ships on the ocean pathcutways. Every revenue
ter carries high explosives
and the paraphernalia for
- blowing up or otherwise deI 1 "J II I
13
h
U 15
stroying a derelict as soon
'JUWlf.S. 2&P23mp CZJTTtX
II
I
. discovered, but in addi
11
II
f
',
Jyzs
II
LJU
U.
: 'fiS.1
.41
i
HI
a
has
ship specially constructed
tion the service
Is
The
revenue cutter service
the only vessel of the
a
as
"derelict
destroyer"
construction
charged by law with the
world.
In
the
kind
stations
and inspection of
Commissioned officers of the United States reveCRZ7V READY
and the drilling of the
jTGJtt'ITRg
cutter service have rank with the officers ot
nue
a
crews, but in addition it has virtually developed
service were to apprehend smugglers and pirates,
aame benefits
service of its own, and every revenue the army and navy and receive the
but it la not the less suitable in this age when In
officers. The
these
accorded
as
are
of
retirement
addition to the quest for such enemies of the law cutter might be designated as a floating
at
the revenue
service
for
the
are
trained
station. The police of the sea have to afford officers
the revenue cutter organization Is obligated to
Conn.
New
at
London,
located
cutter
cadet
school,
of
Gulf
the
in
fisheries
for
the sponge
protection
lend aid to every form of life saving at sea for
and
between
men
enter
at
eighteen
age
any
an
Young
It Is recognized that the Ideal policeman Is Mexico and the Straits of Florida; they play
In addition to exactions in book
and
twenty-four- ,
In
regulalife
enforcing quarantine
Important part
charged not only with the duty of protecting
nautical
tions when Uncle Sam is "putting up the bars" learning must undergo a military and
and property, but also with responsibility for aidin some respects Is even more arduthat
and
plague-infeste- d
training
abroad,
some
country
circumstances.
against
ing humanity in distress under any
at Uncle Sam's big academies
they guard the safety of the public at all great ous than that given
The United States revenue cutter service has
at Annapolis and West Point. Of course the
and
races
freedom
regattas.
After
the
yacht
had a most interesting history.
Persons who bear In mind the principal events classes at the cadet school are comparatively small
of the American colonies had been won through
sometimes there are not more than two dozen
Spanish-America- n
war will recall that the
the Revolutionary war, the country returned to a of the
officers enrolled at the Institution, but this
men
and
officers
embryo
with
cutters
revenue
their
diswas
peace basis and the continental navy
to
is
be
of
the
defense
expected, for the revenue cutter service
in
the
played an important part
banded. From that time forward there was no
indoes not need the great numbers of officers reno
was
But
this
conflict.
that
coasts
of
country
the
during
sea force available for the protection
novation. In the preceding wars in which this quired for our rapidly growing navy. Indeed, there
and the maritime interests of the new republic
are less than three hundred commissioned officers
nation
want
long-feengaged the revenue cutter service ala
to
until there came as a response
on
Is
the revenue cutter roster, where as the warrant
a
had
there
a
standing
Indeed,
hand,
and,
service.
ways
the organization of the revenue cutter
and enlisted men will probably not total
officers
of
the
event
the
in
war,
arrangement whereby,
This was one of the acts of our first congress.
is more than fifteen hundred, although Uncle Sam is
It
the
with
sea
of
the
navy.
in
act
police
the
President George Washington signed
constantly adding to his fleet of revenue cutters,
a year a question, after all, however, whether the greatAupust, 1790, and within little more than
and this expansion Is reflected In the active list
have
service
cutter
revenue
of
victories
the
est
for
Thereafter
ten vessels were ready for duty.
The navigating responsibilities of the officers of
won in times of peace. Take, for exa period of nearly seven years the little fleet not been
In
the
the
nation's sea police boats probably exceed those
that
the great yellow fever epidemic
formed the only armed force afloat flying the ample,
of
other men In the naval or maritime service.
any
Btars and stripes, and the ships were constantly
Unlike
many of the men who go down to the sea
engaged In patroling the coastline of the country
in
they do not confine themselves to a given
ships,
first
The
and enforcing its maritime laws.
On the contrary, the young revenue
ocean
path.
of officers in the revenue cutter servcutter officer may be called upon at short notice
served
had
who
those
ice were made from among
to navigate his own ship in any waters from southIn the continental navy, and since that time many
ern
Florida to northern Alaska, and he must enter
men who prepared themselves for our naval servmany
bays and arms of the sea where no naval
extent
to
the
ice have amended their life plans
vessel would ever be required to go.
or
merchant
of taking commissions in the maritime police
Woman Tells How Household Work May Be Made For these versatile demands the revenue cutter
foroe.
officers are especially trained during their cadet
Less Unpleasant.
course
The work of the revenue cutter service, as decourse. Each year during the three-yea- r
fined by the various laws which have been enthe cadets spend several months on a cruising
e
household duties also disappeared "practice ship," which Jogs back and forth across
acted on the subject, consists in the enforcement
The
of almost every statute bearing upon the maritime
to a great extent. Scrubbing was no longer a the Atlantic, partly under steam and partly by
Interests of the nation. At the head of the catenecessity. I found a waxed floor with simple but sail power. The boys attend to all the operations
cusgory comes, of course, the protection of the Is effective rugs, just as practical as In other parti connected with the navigation of the vessel-gai- ning
toms revenue and if smuggling In any form
o the house, says a writer in Success. The next
that grounding of practical experience that
will be so valuable In later years and incldently
suspected the revenue cutter officers have the step was to eliminate that second frightful bugright of search of all merchant vessels arriving
bear of housekeeping washing the pots and pans. they continue that small arms and ordnance pracwithin or near the United States or bound for an
No dish or kettle used in cooking was allowed to tice which Is a feature of their schooling on shore.
American port The suppression of piracy Is not
The motto of the United States revenue cutter servbecome cold before being washed with a coma heavy responsibility any more, but the search
bination wire and bristle brueh. The hand thus ice is "Semper Paratua," which may be translated
for wrecked and missing vessels is a responsias "Always Ready," and certainly the Yankee police
came in contact only with the handle of the vesbility which has expanded as the other has conwith the most unpleasant part of force of the high schools has eloquently proven In
away
sel,
doing
tracted. The enforcement of the neutrality laws dishwashing, while the Immediate cleansing min- recent years that the words of this slogan convey
la always something of a chore, thanks to the
imized labor by preventing particles of food from no idle boast.
8outb and Central American revolutions that are
and sticking to the sides of the utensil.
drying
hatched In the United States. Another Important
Table
tops of glass and marble also helped to
task Is found In the enforcement of law and the reduce labor
in the kitchen. These were constantprotection of property In Alaska, Including the
waste, but we are striving to approach It, tor
by the free use of paper napkins
ly
kept
spotless
Alasin
fisheries
protection of the seal and other
is
therein
lies another real source of economy.
of
p
The
as
paper
"wipe-uemployment
rngs."
kan water a form of oceanic patroling which has
A great deal of dirt and the labor or removing
work.
means
of
valuable
most
of
saving
one
the
been productive of many exciting episodes In reIt was prevented by having all vegetables washed
Paper napkins when bought In quantities are
cent years.
before
and
handled
they were brought into the house. To this
may
are
absorbent,
easily
cheap, they
The suppression of mutiny is another duty delea little drop table near the pump
I
end
devised
of.
be quickly disposed
gated to Uncle Sam's police of the sea, but.muon
back
the
all
was
to
have
porch,
only a step from the garden.
schemes
of
our
Another
garbage
tlneers alike to pirates have become rather scarce
and grow some of our
in
to
live
We
the
sink
from
the
country
a
tube
down
Instantly dropped
In the neighborhood of Uncle Sam's domains In
of leaving all
but
own
the
with
vegetables,
principle
In
the
away
cellar,
an
doing
Incinerator
a
late years. On the other hand there has been reone
be applied
could
is
outside
a
that
dirt
of
combination
chemical
possible
most
that
unpleasant
tremendous increase in the volume of work
All market deliveries were
almost everywhere.
so unpleasant to
of
scraps,
demixture
nondescript
of
destruction
quired in connection with the
left In a basket Just outside the door, obviating
the senses of sight, smell and touch. We have
relicts and other menaces to navigation and in
tho running in and out of delivery boys.
not as yet reached Mrs. Rorer's Ideal of minimum
to vessels in distress.
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far-flun- g

invites disease.
Women everywhere should remember that there is no
other remedy known to medicine that will so successfully
carry women through this trying period as Lydia E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, made from native roots
and herbs. Here is proof:
I JVatlck, MassH
"I cannot express m
Iwcnt through during the Change of Life before
tried Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Com
pound I was In such a nervous condition I
could not keep still. My limbs were cold. I
had creepy sensations and could not sleep
&
nights. I was finally told by two physician
that
I had a tumor.
M
I read one day of the wonderful cures mad
to
iMl Ibv Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Nand decided to try it, and it has made me a well
woman. My neighbors and mends declare it
has worked a miracle for me. Lydia . Pinkham's Vegetable)
Compound is worth its weight in gold for women during this
neriod of life. If it will help others you may publish this
letter." Mrs. Nathan B. Greaton, 51 No.Main8tNatlckMas.
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Milady Who Is Particular Insists
on Having Nothing But

Defiance Starch
Defiance produces a finish and

freshness impossible with any

other starch.
The Best Hot or Cold Water

life-savin- g

life-savin- g

Starch Ever Made. One Trial
Will Soon Convince You.

package for
10 cents; only 12 ounces for
same price of any other kind.
Not Best Because it Is
Cheapest, But Cheapest
Because it Is Best.
Big

16-oun-

ce

lt

old-tim-

eta

for dresses, skirts, petticoats,

life-savin- g

Escaping the Drudgery

V'Tl

they tell the truth, else they could not have been obtained
it has
for love or money. This medicine is no stranger
stood the test for years.
For 30 years Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound has been the standard remedy for
female ills. No sick woman does justice to
herself who will not try this famous medicine.
Made exclusively from roots and herbs, and
has thousands of cures to its credit
women
l
js Mrs. Plnkham invites all siekShe
to write her for advice.
has
Ls
to health free of charge.
guided thousandsMrs.
Address
Plnkham, Lynn, Mass.

nvmnrr7z-

.
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ANOTHER SIMILAR CASE.
Cornwallville, S". Y. "I have been taking
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound for
some time for Change of Life, nervousness, and
a fibroid growth.
"Two doctors advised me to go to the
hospital, but one day while I was away visiting.U
I met a woman who told mo to taKe Jbyaia
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound. I did so and I 13
know it helped me wonderfully. I am very
thankful that I was told to try Lydia EJ
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound." Mrs. Wm. Boughton.
Cornwallville, N. Y, Greene Co.
The makers of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound have thousands of such letters as those above

life-savin- g

the renderlng'of assistance

Cc:spcud

The Change of Life is the most critical period of a
woman's existence, and neglect of health at this time

McatafactmrmJ by

Defiance Starch Co.
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OMAHA, NEBRASKA
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W. L. DOUGLAS

2.50, 3.00, '3.50 & 4.00 SHOES
WOMEN ww WJJootlM stylbk parfact

fitting,

j walking boots, bacaoM tky fir

lOOf WMT.MBMM WJUUMglM MSB'S

THE STANDARD OF QUALITY

FOR OVER SO YEARS
The workmanship which hts madeW.L
Douglas shoes famous the world over a
maintained n ertxj pas;
If I could take you into my large radones
si Brockton, Mask, and show you how
carefuOvWiDouglM shoes are made, you
would then understand wfiv thev are war
ranted to hoid their shape, fit better and
wear loogthM any c4henii4lcefor the pnee

r
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K von aaanot obtain W. L. Donalai aboaa la
mt aT BOTS
lot. Shoot Mat alroot OKM PA
SfiLSSa
with, wTiw inr
(rora faetorr to woarw, all ebarra prapaM. W.U VS.M SHOBS win Baalttvalyowtwoaa
BroaktM, Maaa. TWO AIM mt
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Twtnty
t!a Fo?l twit iniurtb, lour lt.
y when an iobouml Liikir
vilh churrhKorr
CM crowJeJ
overran a switch it Woodward avenue tnii Hill street and turned ovr
t
r
"
Tlf
JPituburc, Pa. Sept. 3
Wnniylvania Eighteen Hour fher
ffl,

Sept.

SINGING

a

tet

'

pctwWn New Yoik and Chicago,
which left hen at 12:50 this morning for New Yoi;k, ci ash d into a
freight tfain in front of the
cl
station twenty inils
the
here at 1: 15. It is reported
engineer and fireman of the pas
art
senffer and a freight
wiU
o seriously injured that they
die.' 'All four tracks are blocked.
'At 3' o'clock a special train was
sent out carying officials and doc- .

1.

tors.

., ,.

.

24
Neenah, Wis., Sept.
twelve'1 persons ' were instantly
killed, one so 'severely irjured
that she died later and three svert
dangerously' hurt, when a fast
iCfaicago" and "North western trair
struck' "a hayrack loaded with
jhirty persons' here early today.
Five other members o the partv
weie badly hurt." But nine escap'
ed unharmed."

President Taft's sister is hom
againi and declares that Switzerland is not a' desirable country to
tour tn an automobile The peo- she
pie' th ere seem prejudiced,
' Evicars.
ays," against motor
dently the Swiss are
mostly

LASS

San Jon, N. M., Sept, 24
A xinging class was organized
Sunday ufttrnuot at I hi? church
with a immkrship of twenty.
Ti e following ullicets were elected;
PreHidi nt
.',. T. McU'ani'tl
Joe Trickey
Serrttary
Leader
J. 0. Griffith.

......

John Hall.
Organists.. ..Miss Lucile Trickev
Miss Hi lie Jordan.
to have singing

Lur-tnie- r

brhk-.ina-

'

It was
every Sunday attemoon at 3 30
li very body invited to
jclotk.
loe Trickev. Sec.
utend.
powboy Hats 2,000 Years Aflo.

That thre It nothing new" under
the sun is becoming more and more
kxiomatlc.
It is suggested that the
Egyptians under Pharaoh knew of radium, that the Assyrians and Chaldeans were acquainted with electricity
und, that aviation was not unknown to
the' ancients.
Now we learn that frescoes, and basr
reliefs in Crete. show that" 'In the
rianthn nt nnRt neea huntresses wore
leather boots, with big hats like those j
used by American cowboys and that j
an archaeologist has come to the con-- ,
elusion that the fashionable Cretan j
'

ladies, 2,000 years before tho Christian,
era Appeared tn public with boots
with ieels, the straight mantle and
Jupe Culotte, in fact. Just like a lady
from one of the celebrated dressmakIn the Rcu 4.
ing establishments
' Palx.
Has Risen to High Position.

John Howard Hale, the largest
peach grower la the world and the
flret man to make Qeorgla famous for
this fruit, worked as a day laborer
In Connecticut when a boy. " He managed to save a few hundcod dollars
which he Invested
in peach trees,
planting them on the mortgaged, homo
jwdestrians.
farm. The flrs
;rop paid off the
Premier Lauriec ot Canada says mortgage and cyened Hale's eyes to
be wilt gladly lay down the cares the possibilities ot his nativq state &
'
a fruit producer. He increased his
of office. He made a game fight
holding and others quickly took the
and lost'. We know nothing as to hint, (.ater he wen, t,o Georgia and
an immense acreage. He Is
jits luture, but nave heard, no re- aplanted
native 'of Glastonbury. Conn., aged
port to the effect that he will paroyears, and has writ.ten
on
WoVth
much
horticultural
in
law
Fort
subjects,
tide
fifty-seve-

n

;

BEING
OBLIGING
Whenever

any otie of Wultcra'

ac-

quaintances elves a dinner or a theater party. or uny sltnllur function and,
Invites any alii who hasn't any particular man daiiRling after her Walters
U u ways invited so that he can take
I

'

tier homo.
Walters has a soft heart, not so,
much for the pills, vk ho but for him
mlfc-h- t
have to be out alone after dark,
in for lilu friends, who need a man
to act as on efcort for the unattached
girls. He appreciates the awkward
position they are in, and Instead of
being otherwise engaged wheu he gets
1 call he always hangs up the receiver
hastily and then jumps into a dress
suit.
Of course, he is Imposed upon sometimes, but as a rule he manage to get
a fair degree of entertainment out of
his duties. He even boasts oi going to
all the best parties and dancing with
all the prettiest glrl3 without ever
falling In Jove and thus losing out In
the game.
Walters had gone with so many
different girls and had become so generally known for his obliging disposition that no' one was at all surprised
when he showed up at the Thompsons,'
dance with Frank Webster's girl
Frank Webster's engagement to this
girl hadn't been formally announced,
but it was pretty well known, and It
anyoue but Walters had gone wUh her
there would have beeu talk.
Webster had been suddenly called
out of town, and In order that Sally
might go to the dance called up Waif
ters and asked him as a favor to take
SaHy. Walters, as usual, was willing.
'
All tbe way to the dance Walters
explained to Sally Just why Frank had
had to keep his business engagement
and break his social engagement with
her. Still, she couldn't see just how it
'
was. and so Bhe felt a bit resentful.
to
She was holding Walters' flowers
her face while Walters explained
Frank's position for the twentieth
time. Then she suddenly asked:
"But would you have broken your engagement with me to keep a business
engagement?"
Floored. Walters declared that he'd
have broken forty business engagements rather than break one with her.
She smiled sweetly and drew out
various other professions of devotion
from him before they got to the dance.

silently to
Walters was always
the girls as they would permit, so
nhen Hnlly smllrd her approval on
his rvury anion he put his whole
soul Into his sitcnlloiis. Thus, bifor
mi over the two were
tht ivrnln
Hbforbed In ach other and apparently forgot tho presence of anyone Irso.
was so
atuntlvenrns
Walters'
marked and the two Urenme so extremely cxclimlvu during the evening
that the others took notice to' their
conduct and quite a little gossip

It Will Pay You

To get your Buggy Axles mended with

Metal

Anti-Frictio- n

AT

THE NEW SHOP

INI

THE NORTH END OF

started.

SAN JON, ALSO

When it came tifr.e to go homo they
forgot to say good night to their
hostess so engrossed were they In
each other.
Sally invited Walters to call the fojc
lowing day, und he was there on tha
minute. He brought along a big box
of candy and the latest hook, and together they had a perfectly delightful
al'twnoon.
Sally invited him to stay
to dinner, and after dinner he went
after his motor car and took her 011$
riding..
It was white they were riding that
Webster called, he having returned to,
the city. He sat waiting for two hours,
but when tbey had not returned at 11
o'clock he put on hi bat and went
home.
After Walters had said good night
to Sally he told hiuiselS on his way
"She's a nee little girl.
home:
Frank's got good taste, but 1 don't
envy him for getting tied down to the,
best of them."
He was very much surprised tho.
next day. on meeting Frank on the
street, that, Frank bowed formally and;
coldly aud passed him by. He
vaguely what tho matter, was.
that
A few days later he heard
to.
was,
Sally
Frank's engagement
broken.
"That's a curious thing!" he exclaimed, but it never dawned on him
that be had anything to do vilth the
affair.
The next time he met Sally on the
street be turned aside to speak to her.
It hadn't occurred to him to call, on
her since the dance and the party call.
was a,
Showing attentions to Sally
favor which he had done Frank, and
he had done it to the best of his
ability, but it was merely a favor.
Now he was stunned to see Sally
diturn away and wall; in the other
started
he
toward;
rection the minute
her. He watched her retreating figure,
in amazement.
"Now, what do you know about
that!" said he to himself.
And to this day he wonders what
the matter with Frank and Sally.

Horseshoeing and wagonwork
DONE

d

OF EXPERIENCE.

MEN

.Hurt

Fuller.

&

san jon noiei
Newly furnished and open
tfce trade.,

'

won-drt-e-
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WHEN YOU WANT TO SLEEP Oft
EAT OR, REST AWHJLE

CALL AT THE SAN JON HOTEL

SAN JON,

-

-- .
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NEW MEXICO.

T1UCKKW Prop.

JOB WORK
DONE AT THIS OFFICE.
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Our Fall Styles in Clothing are Here.

Let us show why these Suits and Pants are Rest,
THEY ARE
TThc

t :.

Most Stylish,
ririie

$est Values ver Offered by auy Manufacturer.
ar hard on Moths but . hava SUITS and

Are t he

I

captain
KIDD
.

rwi

I

fCfzFK'

Boys

PANTS that

S'A TSFT:

as
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Bigger and Better than ever.

WE ARE ENLARGING OUR STORE TO
FALL AND WINTER GOODS THAT WE ARE
MAKE ROOM FOR THE IMMENSE STOCK OF
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE Or UNDERWEAR OF ALL KINDS,
RECEIVING DAILY.
HOSIERY FOR THE WHOLE FAMILY.
SWEATER COAT FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN.

i.

hi

Best Tailoring:
Tltc ILoiigest Wearing?
The Price Will Please ILike the Cloths,
& $5.oo Pants
iir "CUMJEE $&.50t $3.ooEVERY
PAIR GUARANTEED.
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C
URLS;

CUT PRICES on all
tion to our splendid line of
SS!
&
etc.
pummer r ess g:oods5 Under wear, Mats,
Mamiltoii 93iown &U&vsy
&
Sn
pplies.
OUR STQCKIS NOW. THE MOST COMPLETE
headquarters t or Sclool Books
IN EAS ERN QUAY C0UN
ld Homestead FlQiir lead$ b;eacuse it is BEST.
fcer cwt
The M.B.Idea "Meep the Quality up"
Selling yet at
Y.

Yecn
TI-TT-C

supply your- wants in ail llines

SAISF

-

ee us before yqy buy

JON MERCANTILE COMPANY.
INCORPORATED

e. L. OWEN, mgr.
.

4

uV

Wholesale and Retail
DEALERS IN GENERAL MERCHANDISE
"
z
SAN JON,
z
.NEWiVEX;,
i'" : z

